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Man Who Experimented Pronounce
Insomnia "Cure" to Be at Leant
of Doubtful Value.
.

We lown and control about

35000 acres of
2G

--

A new cure for Insomnia, we read, I
to "list tlie,,lirst names of all.yonr
vfrlends bud feAiuaintnnce.s, taking each

'fine-Far-

tands

In Tps. 24 N. and 23 N. Ranges
County. We also haw a few

i

v

and 27 E.
.

Colfax-"

W these lands will
Now is the time to buy.
vance very rapidly in the next few months.

tho old device- of counting Imaginary
eheep Jumping over a wall. 1'ejsouull.v
we never found .that .to work at, all
We counted between 11.000 aud 12,000
of ' tAese alleged soporific sheep 6ne
Bight, jiiid then the alarm clock went
off nnd it was time to get up, which
aud u
we did wjth a groan, a heada-UA '
pair of astigmatic eyes.
Making nu alphabetical catalogue of
your friends' first names ,1s an even
more stimulating and
process. We would be willing to wager
that no normal persons could get further than the, N's before being interrupted by the first call for breakfast.
It is doubtful, at least, if the night contains enough time to go through witK
the whole ii.it from Alfred to Zorilhi.
Woshonld say that tills might be the
surest way to banish sleep altogether.
' Tho best way to woo slumber, we
have been told, is to go Into the silence, relax
and nerves, and
then In a menial way, pull all the edges
of the mind Into a dead mental center
and fold them In. It Is hard to say
just bow this Is done, but it sounds
plausible. Frequently, of course, tlvre
are some difficulties merely in going
into a silence. Somewhere on the premises, perhaps in an adjacent apartment,
thorp may be someone who has gnna
to sleep without going into the silence.
This interferes materially with the
devices.
working of all
If there Is no neighboring obstacle of
this sort It is u much easier matter.
And yet, even after the silence in arranged, (he mind Is apt to go on providing Its own disturbance.
Arithmetical and alphabetical diversions only
accentuate the tumult. The only thing
to do is to regard the very center of
the mind as a hypothetical hole, or vac
mini, contract, the mind until it Is all
pulled into this hole, and then pull the
hole In after it. And there you are.
Of course if there Is a certain degree
of reality In this Imagined condition,
one does not have to exercise the hypothesis, and that makes it so much
easier. F. 11. Young in Providence

ad'

nerve-excitin-

meet interested parlies at Roy or Mills by
appointment. Drop a card in 1 0. at, Mills or Roy.
Main office ."Í02-- 1st Nat' Bank bldg Wichita Kans.
Will

1

O. W. Kerr & Compaii y
Crcat Valus cf Courage.
It
not clearly understood how
valuable is tlie adjunct of courage in
tin.' uinn or woman, nor that, if accompanied by good judgment it is t ho
most ulunble of business assets.
John lirishuuo Wnll:ei

JOHN II. MOORE & CO.
Koy, Solano and Mosquero

or S. E. Paxton,

See Henry Krabbenschmidt,

if you have wheat for sale

Every Ford Owner Shoud Know

population

sasmmasmsmmeasm

AUCTIONEER!

g

F.

White

0.

Offers the you benefit uf bis wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

0,(HM).!HH),

and

pendable.

HE has a thoroughly equipped,
minute garage with tools that enable a
Ford mechanic to efficiently and properly
make any repair from a minor adjustment to a complete overhaul
NOW, WE are Authorized Ford Dealersa part of the great Ford Service organization which was formed chief ly to put
within each community a dealer who would
have more than ft passing interest in Ford
repairs and adjustments.
up-to-t-

Drive in or phone and we'll come for it,

ni

C. B.

Stubblefield Co.

INCORPORATED
ROY, and SPRINGER, N. M.

J. W. Beck, Mgr. Roy office
M!CKIE

NESStl THIS
)

POKE FUN At OS PER
ÍELLIM' "ROUT PAUL JONES'

I

i,NcV CHVCKtN COOP
NEMER
SU'V.BN H&VO.
f AVv FEVi ÍO OOP f 'BOUt
rAíiS.

I

POP,
THE PP
') fcNií
t uyCiA OTHER
' VfEWV; LWE THAt .
ÍHEtA CvfN PAPERS
PSHyf,t0 SNE,BOSS?

Insur ance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
office.
also made at Spanish-American

-

When

Why Tie Preferred Girla.
Willard is fond of playing with several liltle girls in the neighborhood
nnd, on being questioned regarding
preference for girls, remarked: "Well,
the girls never fight lil;e the boys do,
they only argue."

BETTER Cars

--

ITS (UJK
GtT
AND
NVA.KE SOtAE HEVNS'N NOUP.
NAME NLL BE N THE
PA.PEB. ENJR.N NEEK. SEE?

SE6 'lOUHN,

WtVMXrV

WM-fC-

of whom

'

A0W

are Lithuanians ,'!,rí0O,O0(l
Llthuanians proper, 1,.r(l(i,lH)0 using
Slavic dialects and 2,000,000 Letts. The
country also contains a third of a million Poles. The rest of the population
consists of Jews, While liussians,
and Mongols. It Is said that
there Is no trace in the world's history
of any other people having lived In
these regions. Although situated between the Slavs and the Teutons, the
Lithuanians are in no way related to
them. They' claim that their kingu'ig?
7.0IK),0(K)

Air

semble ancient Sanskrit.

Wé'A- -

homo lie watched the women folk and
the wa.vu they devised for doing as they
pleased aud for getting every other
person to do as they wished them
to do.
Anil from these he drew conclusions which he later voiced.
"Times have changed since my
was written," lie told his faliier
"Then the tyrants were
one night.
he men who used to stamp around
and kill and frighten people into sub- mission. Today the tyrants have dropped those weapons and use much mom
subtle ones tears. I think a woman
who cries in order to get her own way
Is a bigger tyrant than ever lliose old
feliows ( f long ago were."
Anywtfr, It set father to work think- lug.
bin-tor- y

Will Build Them
A

1920, Model"K"s
on hand

Buick Co.

E. Las Vegas,

New Mex.
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Locking Ahcr.d.
Charles, upon the arrival of n small
brother, was asked ir he was not glad
he could play
that it was n boy
tho answer,
(.une
"Humph,"
him.
with
"by the time he is big enough to play
I'll be growed up. and married."
;

turna.'

fJÍ.Hí.

Optimistic 'ihought.
man. said Talinage, never looks
more dignified Iban when he lakes u
spectacle case from Ids pocket, opens
it, unfolds a lens, seis it astride ids
nose and looks you In the eye.
A

-

B u i ck

713 Douglass St.

Btm

J

Many Tyrants.

tered throughout the
Picardy countryside, . according to n
writer in the London Dally Chronicle.
r
Those that lie In the

South-Wester- n

--

lIjWtlfP!i!j

Mas a high school pupil, and was
Imbibing many bits of philosophy. At

are built

Sí

JVCBe

OVNN FAULT.

--

Primroses of Picardy.
Nature in her own way is looking
after tho solitary war graves scat-

We have the

f

N fms NECK O' WE VMCOOS
AT LEAST ONCE A " E AR. . P NO"f
NOV) SEVIER
j Of FENEW , N
j

Ofl.Q6.t- -

POWPefcA4A

"PIFFLE".

MERE POPULAR

JOURNAL AKAS TO
.'PRtN'f fUE NAME OV EVRMEiOON
PANMLN

Vt--

&'.L"VS

SAYS

MICK1E

He

Unwise tsiiüiness, Men.
There be those who are ready to
rush Into great ventures on suspicion,
ns it were, not bavin;; made a careful
nnd exhaustive survey of the situation,
nar bavins counted the cost.

5SS3SI3Í

BBSS 3BEK3DH3

Is one of the oldest now spoken in the
world.
It Is said strikingly to re-

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and othe-- i necessities furnished if desired.

Real Estate

V.

tier-inan- s

Farm Sales a specialty

Col.

about

it is

different from ordinary garage service.
The Ford Dealer is a part of the Big Ford
Family,
lie carries a large stock of genuine Ford parts for repairs and replacements and he uses only genuine parts because he knows immitation parts aren't de-

Lithuania and Its People.
Lithuania is situated in the basin
of the Niemen and Dvlnn rivers on the
southeastern coast of the Iiallic sea;
The capital Js Vilna. Its area is approximately S0.000 square miles, Hie

Wheat Director License No. 02846311

is, and why

Just what Ford service

Journal.

U. S.

hÉé

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

'

Dont wait until the outsiders
pick it all up get some while it
is cheap.

Musings of Martha.
These wonderful business women we
hear so much ibout may be nil right,
but I'd like t' see one of 'cm tackle Th'
Job of gcttln' up !n lb mornin mi'
gettin' breakfast fet ten before

letter of the alphabet In order."
Of course this Is 'only a vúrtM of

-

Small Stock Ranches

3

i

Jaá

53VTk3

-- T

BPANléH-AMERICA-

ground between Albert nnd Coinbles
ore covered with early spring primroses. In Lieramont the (hiifodils are
blooming, and the brambles on the
graves in Bernafay wood are green
with mv leaves. The lonely warriors are to be gathered together in
the central cemeteries under the cure
of the Imperial war graves couimlssion. The French government, .in com- pliment to the British soldier, has purchased the necessary land, aud has
presented It for all time to Knghind.
-

Hotel Chateau Thierry.
There Is said to lie a plot on fool for
hotel al
a large American-manageChateau Thierry. If it is built a small
bet might be 'placed that the services
clerk will not be
of a Gorman-speakinrequired there on (lie opening day.
Their memories of that' section will
not be so keenly pleasurable that Germans will return there in great nuing

-

STRENGTH
Condensed Statement of Condition of the

S

lifW Tnisf and SavindsBANK

State Bank Ex
the close of business, Nov. 17th 1919

Roy, N. M. as called for by the

at

E

aminer

C

RESOURCES
$279,703.04
Loans & Discounts,
2,500.00
U.'.S. Bonds,
Fixt.
3,530.00
Furn.&
Estate,
Real
337.48
Overdrafts,
.
114,012,60
Exch.
Sight
and
Cash
$400,083.12"

u
R
I

T
Y

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus and Undi
4j,d-í;.ovided rroms,
356,433,31
Deposits,

$400,083.12

Roy Trust and
Savings Bank
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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
iROY,

Volume XVI.

Mora

County.

New Mexico.

Saturday. December13,

VOCATIONAL TRAINING ANNUAL MEETING

niaiiiiiifio
i,!iiiii!isiisiir,a!isisii:"::::::::

Mr. Joe Jordi, editor of La Voz dei
Pueblo, at Las Vegas, late attache ol
th U. S Embassy at Lima, Peru, an
now Fedwal Agent in the interest oí
Vocational Training for disabled soldiers, arrived in Roy Monday and was
busy with the boys of the American
Legion, the Home Service of the A. R.
C, and other interests where he could
meet, personally, the boys who art
entitled to Government Vocational

ill

Saturday

night, Dec. 13th, is the
election of officers at the
Masonic Lodge ia Roy. All anembera
are .urged to come and take part in
selecting officers for the cntting year.
Plans are beiig laid for a Public Installation n St. John's Day, Saturday
Dec. 27, when, if all yes well, the
families of .members wil lbe invited
And banqueted, and introduced to
Free Masonry as it is .practiced down
to date, whirh includes much' eats.
;

this Christmas date ior the

days before
twelve
Christmas asad we urge you to
"Do your Christmas shopping
early". Ail the merchants have
a large stock of Christnsas goods
but, whe the stock of the local
merchants is exhausted there is
no chance of getting anything, i
because of the coal shortage, the' Hauling an wheat
been a regupastun the past week. Betwcer:
railroads are runningwily what lar,
CO and 70 loads weno weighed
across
trains that are neccefssary.
the Fanners Scales by Rev. Price SatEverybody should hot wait urday, aw this was only a part of
wag brought iin as mnl f Hi.
until 'the last day before Chriát.
went to the elevator and was weighal
do
mas to
their slipping, for the there. At least 150 loads f whest
stores do not like to be rushed and beans came in that day snd every
whan the weather is fit sees over
the last day or two before day
a hundred loads marketed. The piievs
Christmas, therefore, they sk $2.25 per bushel, is. attractive but in
dica&eres are that it won't stop ibera.
you io shop early.

Edition

ís

Mus,

J.

NowSin came in from the
was cempelled by
the near future. He plans to go the storm to remain over Bight and re.next day. 1G miles an the iteeth
to his old state of Iowa this win- turn
of that snow and wind as tooanuch
ter. He called Saturday 'to ar- jeven for her to attempt.

1. ti.

rmt will.have

range that the old

a sale in farm Jlonday and

shall
follow him and keep him posted
or. all that absentees choüld
know of what is going on here,
His sale will be one worthwhile attending.
S--

Henry Farr pronounce' Tuesday
mtmáng tha worst cold ke'caniremem-be- r
ver experiencing. AUhnvjh the
temperature was not remarkably low
the .fog and frost made it unbearable
out 'doors.

The business of the Roy Trust and
Savings Bank has grown beyond thb
Postmaster Wm G. Johnson hfiity of Crishier Justice ;anti Assistreturned Sunday from m visit ant Scott to handle it longer and Miss
in Oklahoma and is on duty Failie Feaman of Danver .has been
employed as stenographer and is to
again at th P.O.
be a regular member nf .the bimk personnel in ft ture.

PÍE SUPPER
The Teacher, Miss Lena Lusk
and her pupils at Rock Springs
6chool South of town, wSJl give a
Box Supper at their Scholhouse,
Saturday night,
Dec. lEth, to
raise money for their Christmas
Tree. All invited You know what
o bring.
We are told Mora county will
Imvy to hold a.special election to
fill the pbee of J, Frank;Curns,
who resigned,you all know why.
It is suggested to us by promi-tneKepublicans that Stanley A.
Foutz, whq ran against hici last
yesr but is safe iback in the
fold, is the right man.We hope he will take thetroub
Je at read the State Constitution
befcre he legislates,
nt

Eh-- .

M. D. Gibbs went to
Wednesday on businesssrith

tbeC-P.&S-W.R-

El-Pa- so

y.

BOX SUPPER

R3? Union Sunday School
will give a
at oneof the new rooms in Use
Fester Clock, on MONDAY
EVENING, DEC. 15th, to
raise znonev for their X'masj
B0X-6UPPE-

Tree.

R

Come and, help us.

A little (daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Esteban Aguilar, of Abbott,
fell across a railroad tie Tuesday
She
and her back was broken.
died a few hours after the accident and before a doctor eould
reach her. Tlae family lived in
Eoy many years and friends here
xtend sympathy.

Jim Christman called last Friday

well-drille-

,

.

his report of the membership
drive. In the Chapter's jurisdiction four hundrhd members
renewed their membership in
'
the Red Cross. Much credit is
due the l'rof, and his able corps

n .jct in i
2Mú .Cross Chrfsfmas 'Sea! vi
Campaign.

Mrs. R. E. Alldredee went to Raton
last week and is visiting at the parental L. I. Taylor ranch at Springer.

Wnldn and C. Flovd Morris.' hav
used a part of the money from their
hie wheat cron this vear to purchase
two more Quarter sections of land ad
of assistants,
joining their homesteads. This, with
their mother's homestead, makes them
three sections of fine land. Be- J. Floersheim went to Trini- about
ide havinsr monev left for improve- dad Thursday where Mrs. F. and nema niiu iu give wicn mvwiw
little grandson are at a hospital, hack to Iowa to visit old friends. Jus;
winner'
Melville returned from there to sticking to it madehavethem
lost out b
where many others
day
jiving up at the wrong time.

Farmer-Stockma-

two-years-

fd

J

S-- A

we-ar-

:e

i

n

-

' lUcn

Census ha.i noth- -

efmcd;

iI!Z io do wn taxation, with military
it3J-PJnThe 1919 sale cf Tted Cross Christ - 111
.c? jury service, with the compulsion of
as Seals will begin .on the first day
how
fft cities, towns and school attendant, v.th the regulation
With the opening oil
of December.
business on that day an army of vo- l- iUagas of the state handle their finau - of immigration or with the enforce- -- ""lu-...
JB int.
.jr uni-id- i,
.aie or loeni
unteer EalespeorJe will sound "Buy Payers' Association law or oidintr.ee. There need be no
thi:
call!
Red Cross Christmas Seals! the
tm. amo m
.rMf ovtorm in, t inn P"'' New ?Jeíico vail attempt to answer feat that any disclosure will be, made
lne ÍT6"'"1".
'""viauii person or
The sale will T 7"
.nsiiinst tutH.iMA.sis.
I S "lu"u'5'
r 1,
afe Hnder the hu aBam. For the due protection
í1"
tend thitmeh December 10th.
iwéííci Yuuw ias otate xravenng au - "i me ngnts ana interests or the per
The annual Red Cross Christmas ,JiíTÍor an ílfHí'ir nriminíatratinTi
Viao ?avT sons fiirniohinrr ivifrtvrMoinri
v
uuo iv.i j " '
ioiiiiig iiuviiuiauvil CYCI cm
Peal sale prorMes ftie chief income
reatly improved.
Why should not pjoyee of the Census Bureau is pro- of the National Tuberculosis Asso- li e citits, lawns .and villages have the niDiied, under heavy penalty, from disciation and its me thousand afTiliat- - Utávantages f .similar .expert assist closing any 'information which may
ed associations which are in the very Susu-eIn several df the states, boto inus come to his knowledge.
orgaui- - ';t
forefront of
cities íüuI the counties are thus
I therefore earnestly urge upon all
jatáons.
The 1920 programme of the Wved by the State.
persons to answer promptly, complete
alhd organliations icitlls for greatly A special Accouníant, Mr. H. F. ly and accurately all inquiries adincreased activities. 'To meet this Stephens, b jsi present employed by dressed to them by the enumerators
extension of effort a anmblned bud- ths Taxpayer Association in making or other employees of the Census Buget of more than 6,6W,000 is re- th proposed financial aurwsys. Other reaus and thereby to contribute their
quired and with this goal in view the actwuntants will be placed ia the field share toward making this great and
inteaslve sales appeals twill be made. if necessary btrause cf demands that necessary public undertaking a suc
.
A recent health survey resulted !n ma,v be made. While the Association cess.
(Cmtil the sur- .T.ítííf s e. brief general survey of con- In Witness Whereof, I have hereun.
startling disclosures.
vey tuberculosis experts were, to a tlitinas without cost te the notmicipal-iy- . to set my hand and caused the seal
of the United States to be affixed.
large degree, in the dark as to the
it is .willing to unedrtake a
audit at a moderate cost. For Done in the District of Columbia-i real .extent of the ravages of the dis
ease In this country:
All doubt on the present, the Association will study this tenth day of November, in the:
this point has been cleared up and oxpetífl tures and methods of account- year of our Lord one thousand nine
tb .estimated total of active cases Is ing. .Advice will be given where sug- hundred and nineteen, and of the inplaced above the 100,000 mark. To gestions are desired, with a vlaw to dependence of the United States; the
search out every case of tuberculosis secnriitg as much uniformity as pos- one hundred and forty-fourtWOODROW WILSON"..
In the country is the ultimate aim of sible among the municipalities of the (Seal)
By the President
the National Tuberculosis Associa- state.
William Phillips,
tion and its allies.
WHY REGISTER DEATHS?
Acting Secretary of State..
Teams are being formed to every
"That ibere may be available, comWill Davenport una wife are re
community. Business men are form
ing sales organizations and similar plete and accurate information as U ported to have added a fine girl baby
bodies are being organised 'by iormei the causes f death, so that we may to their little family last week. Will
intelligently guide our efforts towards always was a "lucky eussJ
service men.
the saving and lengthening of human
life."
A note from. Mrs. T. A. Waddell at
INVEST IN HEALTH BON0S
"That the various public health Lantar, Okla., contains the following
agencies, national, state and local, may sad news: "Mr. Waddell passed out
Dividends In the Form of a Reduced know the number and kind of deaths of this life Nov. 13th after a five- that occur, and so may operate intel- weeks' illness of typhoid. It was his.
Tuberculosis Death Rate will
ligently."
intention to return to New Mexico this,
be Paid
4,
"That epidemics may be detected winter had he lived." Friends are.
early, studied intelligently, and stop truly sorry for the bereft ones.
Tne National Tuberculosis Associa- ped promptly."
NEW OPPORTUNITIES: FOR
tion and Its 1000 affiliated organiza"That the success or failure of all
PARTISANSHIP
tions qffer this year. In addition to preventive measures may be accur-Republican leaders are to bee-in- ; ihe- the Red Cross Christmas Seals, Health tely determined, and public funds ht regular session of Congress
with newr
Bonds on which annual dividends In not wasted in useless measures."
promises of constructive legislation.
the form of fewer new cases of tuber
"That individual cities and localities and a fulfillment of pledges that
culosis and a reduction In the white may learn their own health conditions
or broken in the session Just. '
plage death rete will be paid. The by comparison with other commun'-tie- closed. Ccrrmittces in
the Senate an t;
conbonds hare been issued for the
and so determine the wise course the House, the public is informed, have-beevenience of those who cannot use the of public health activity."
busy formulating bills which are
number of seals their contributions
immigrant ) and to appear for consideration land pas- - .'
That
will call for.
industries may be guided in the selec- age by the two branches early in the:
tion of safe and healthful homes and coming
session. No time has beer
industrial sites by a?.::irato informa- lost, these leaders are telling the coun- tion."
try, because the work done by the com
"That ths
of estates and mittees has saved much labor that
matters of inheriance, pensions, etc., otherwise would have been üevoted to
may- - be definitsly fettled by official perfecting the
various measures after
URGED
Do not wait to be
records of death, instead of on the their presentation to the full memberto buy Red Cross Christmemory of interetel v.i'rcse.i.
ship of Congress.
mas Seals.
In New Mexico, no dead body may
As an excuse for six months of innow be buried, or removtd for L'trlal, action in the special session
Go to the local campaign
or as a
until a burial permit therefor has been sedative for the disquiet with which
and make
headquarter
issued by the local health oifieer. To business and labor and agricultural
your donation. Every seal
obtain the permit the undertaker, or interests views the opening of the new
blow at
old is
the person who attends to the burial, Congress this latest announcement)
must present a death certificate to the fails to carry conviction. The special
health officer. This death certificate session was a political convention, ?.)
contains all the information essential far as Republican activities were
in death registration, and is preserved
and had for its principal puras a permanent record at the State pose the discovery and exploitation of
Capitol.
issues and slogans for the next presl- -
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to say that the boy to run that new
well drill arrived that morning. He
weighed 9 pounds and anyone can set
r.
Jim it
Mrs. E. D Choate, of Selano, he is an expert
Ms affairs so arranged tha'.
wa shopping in Roy Wednesday getting
he can drill wells this next season and
believes Homer Parks will run the
'
farm
better than he could.
in
handed
Graham
has
Prof.

Every farmer aad stockman inter

ested in the betterment of Union Coun- tty should come.
Meeting begins at 10:30 and contin
ues through the day.
n
The Union County
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nun-tro-

Pablo P. Branch arrived home Sunday from Banna, Wyoming, wloere he
has been erabpolyefi on a big sheep
ranch for several years. He Bays that
there has bees no rain there smce he
went there after his visit home last
winter and the whole Northwest is
dried up and stock mostly shipped out.
Pabilo has come home to stay this
time and we shall hope he gets busy
here and forgets to leave again.

December 13, 1919.
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Bureau as an organization has accom.
plished a great work in the past
More and better work will be
Training.
Mr. Jordi is one of the most polish- - done in 1920 if more people will giveid Spanish scholars in New Mexico part of their time to assisting in solvand his education in the English lan ing the problems still confronting the
guage is far above that of the major- farmer.
Special invitation is extended to the
ity of Anwtrican people, as well as one
of the cleverest newspaper writers in farmers and stockmen of the Roy,
the Southwest He is enthusiastic for .mils ana Soiano districts to attend
Vocational Training and believes it to his meeting and oin in the work of
be one of many things the administre.,
inprevmg our communities.
tion of President Wilson has accom FOURTEENTH DECENNIAL
plished which were only dreams of
CENSUS OF THE U. S
visksmrries and idealists before. Pig A Proclamation by the President of
splendid dreams that haveVome true
tne United States of America
through the administration of govarn- Whereas, by the Act of Congress
xnent affairs on a plane above politics approved Maich 3, 1919, the Fourand .'politicians.
teenth Decennial Census of tha United
States is to be taken beginning on the
Our readers fcave accepted the state- second day of January, 1920; and
ment regarding the necessary
Whereas, a correct, enumeration of
in subscription rates after Jan. the population every ten years is re1st, as we meant they should ani aie quired by the Constitution of the U..
A !
coming in very frequently with the b. for the purpose of determining the
present price for á year or so in ad representation of the several states in.
vance. Sam Ratclitf caleli Monday the House of Representatives; and
nd made the record Ly setting ha
Whereas, it is of the utmost impordate ahead to 1825, and .many oliiei a tance to the interests of all the people
have paid ahead two ar.J t.hvee years. of the United States that this Census
íui;ar-- , w re ne-e- i
Jts a good idea.
should be a complete and accurate retits cheap and ple.ititui us now and iu-- , port of the population and resources
2
good tase lo pay su;;'iptinu when of the Nation;
it isn t a hardship.
Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson,
President of the United States of"
4 t
A. B. Slusliex called Jlonday and
America, do hereby declare and mafce.
i
far Iw more jenr? of tlie
known
that, under the law aforesaid
t
He will leave soon ior thj East ani it is the duty of every person to anwill haus it ftiliovv .him when he gets swer all questions on the census schedThis 1 tks poster selected .by the .the National Tuberculosis
located. Mr. Slushnr has been one cf ules applying to him. and the family
ceTfic i alitor the Red Crow Christmas Seal sale. It will appear
our fcest.homeiitea.lers and
gen- to which he belongs, and to the farm
e
the courttry on the eve of the seal sale Dec.
uinely sorry to see hini leae. But occupied by him or his family, and
then he'il xoma bark.
that any person refusing to do so ia.
suoject to penalty.
,
Cole Wear came in from his home
The sole purpose of the Cen;uj
HGE RED CROSS SEAL $3,500,000 IS THE GOAL
stead i David, .N. M., Uoiulay and is jto secure general statistical informa
visiting jn town .with frient's. Jle is tion regarding
.population, and re
DAY IN ALL SCHOOLS Sand Needed to tilert Expenses of thi the possessor of a disposition which sources ef the country and .rejjhea arc
National Tuberculosis Association
makes im .always joily in spit of the requircu no.-n-. individuals only to per- and Its Allied Societies Dur
misfortane .following hiá .injuries at mu tne co.-- )i!a..oa cf rr.ch ireneral
ing 1920 Educational and
the Das-somines which would .sou
tatlstics. iso peircr.. car. ba harmed
Surynon General Blue Atica That
Campaign
some less pnnosopmc minds.
Preventive
;jn any way by furnifhine the informa.
j
Mve-merit
Churchss Also Join in

findr'it impossible to handle all
the advertising this wrék inltho regular issue and are getting out our
Christmas Advertising covers in
to Further Sale
to hold it all. We "had intended to
issue the Christmas number next week
but had to have the rom now. Good
Swgeon (General Rupert Blue .has
ness knows how we will get by next IsswS an appeal to observe Christissue but that's a week off so why mas 'Seal 'Day in the schools mi in
worry ?
all places or worship in the United
States, December 5, 6 and 7. The appeal ollow:
KEW JCATHOLIC CHURCH
"Over one hundred and fifty thousand Americans die annually Irom
Breaking grcund for the
This is an Appalling
new Cathphcichurch in Roy tuberculosis.
:h"f! when we coanider that
was the big event of TRuesduy. Dec. 9. wasíie 'df
Contractor L. W.. Lewis, of Springer, tuberculosis 'is classed as a preventarrived and began wiirk in spite of able disease. Moreover, because 5Chif
the bitter cold weather. The stono loss nf life occurs ilmost entirely In
for the foundation was ihauled to the the ranks df the young adult populachurch site last summer when ihe old tion, health authorities the w.orld
l
building was torn down and .the ma- over have come to consider the
I tubermilosis as still fhe most
is all on
terial for the
ike .gvaini. The workof buiUirg will pressing health problem ectrfrontlng
progress as fast as the weather and them. Every year the National '.Tuberculosis Association, by selling Tied
searrrity cetf help will parmit.
Cross Christmas seals, raises a considKather Vachon who hza wofke'd long erable punj'of :money to be used hi a
and faibhioliy to bring itkuut this ben- nation wide campaign to comtart
Thií year a special efefit tto Hoy as well as H the (ÜQiolic
people, is rejoicing that the wonfc is fort Is "being made to Interest stihool
again in progress. The tihurch and rhlldifii In 'this work and December
School that he has planned will be fifth, sfcrth and seventh hav been
i'stgnateJ as oays on which the
an inestimable benefit .to Ahis town.
re:;!rt are tto be sold In the jmWlo
Jam Duran, director f the Census schools, ynagogves and chitrehes.
for this .district, is having hard sled- Because at 'the erlousness of the
ding findmg anyone t take the job situation. I trust that the campaign
this year wiM be particularly
of Census numerator here. The
(offered might have been at
tractive one time but now & is less "RUPERT BLUE, Surgeon General.
than the stages of day labtr and a United States Public Health service".
it requires .some considerable traveling expense, no competent person can
afford to aaeept the job.
CHRISTMAS SEAL FUNDS
tWe

OF THE

BUREAU
OF UNION COUNTY
to be held at Clayton Court House on
FARMER-STOCKMA-

i Personal Mention!
We are issuing

Number 48

1919.

'

Within two eeks ever a billion
Red Crosr Christmas Seals will be on
sale In every nook and corner of the
United States. These seals are sold
ta finance the' campaign against tuberculosis in this country. Of every
dollar received from the ale of Red
Cross Christmas Seals, :91.7c remains
in Che state where the seals are sold
for the benefit of (he organised antituberculosis campaign in that state.
Out of the remaining
the expenses of running the campaign are
first deducted, and whatever is left it
hen divided between the American
Red Croes and the National Tuberculosis Association.
The Red Cross Christmas Seal cam
palgn is not for the purpose of fluonc-hthe work of the American Red
oss or Us chapters. It is for the
jurpose of financing the National Tuberculosis Association and the various
itate tuberculosis associations. The
ted Cross Christmas Seal,' launched
n 1908 by the American Red Cross,
las been Issued in the name of the
led Cross since that date. In March
1919 the American Red Cross agreed
o allow the National Tuberculosis
Vssociatlon to use its name and em-leon the usual Christmas seal.
This year the Red Cross has no other
tart in the Tuberculosis Seal Campaign. The Red Cross Seal is a
Seal. Those who buy It
re supporting the tuberculosis work
.a their own communities.
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FOREIGN

CONDENSATION
OF FRESH NEWS
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OF THE WEEK

STORY

THE PROGRESS
SHOWING
EVENTS IN OUR OWN ANO
FOREIGN HANDS.

Of

,

Western Ncwvpaper Union News Service

WESTERN

'

After being In the Gold Hunter wine
nt Mullan, Idaho, niñee Nov. 15th,
when they were entombed by a slide
of earth, I. II. Grant and Einll Sayko,
minera, were taken out alive after two
weeks.
Gen. J. F. Wolters, commanding the
Texas cavalry, with headquarters at
Houston, Texas, has received advices
of a raid by Mexican bandits on a
store near the border, eleven miles
Houth of Zapata, county seat of Zapata

county.

Buron James Rothschild's winnings
when his horse, Brigand, won the Cambridgeshire at Newmarket, England,
recently are stated to- totnl approximately $390,000.
The city of Stockholm, Sweden, has
decided to send about $1,000,000 worth
of foodstuffs to Berlin and Vienna to
relieve conditions there, according to
Swedish reports received.
The situation in soviet Kussia, is
In several
growing more serious.
towns workers are without employment and desperately hungry, and
have revolted against the Bolshevlkl.
An armistice stipulating the immediate evacuation of Llthunnh; by the
Germans has been signed by Germany
and Lithuania through the mediation
of the Interallied military mission.
The flreplts of Mount Kllauea which
for months was level with the main
crater and overflowed frequently, collapsed and fell 400 feet. Ten earthquake shocks accompanied the collapse.
The order for' the discontinuance of
the general strike called after the
opening of the parliament in Italy, has
been generally obeyed. Quiet has been
restored in Mantua, where disorders
occurred.
Should the allies decide to attempt
the forcible removal of the former kaiser from Holland, he will try a dash
Into Germany, It Is believed In Dutch

I
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IMPORTANT
LATEST
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

,

A. B. Cook of Helena and Townsend,
Mont., railroad contractor, whose hob'
by Is raising fancy Hereford cattle,
was elected president of the American
Hereford Cattle Breeders' Association
at a meeting of the national body In
Kansas City, Mo.
The steel shipyard of the Todd
Dry-doc-

k

and Construction Corporation,
employing 5,000 men, has resumed op
erations at Tacouia, after having been
closed since Oct 1 by a strike, according to an announcement by E. P.
Marsh, federal labor commissioner.
The Anaconda Copper Mining Company Is preparing to close all Its mine?
and smelters In Montana because of
fuel shortage, officials announced at
Butte. About 12,000 men, employes in
Butte, Anaconda and Great Falls, will
be thrown out of employment.
Trial of Industrian Workers of the
World, charged with the murder of
Lieut, Warren O. Grimm, one of the
four victims of alleged I. W. W. bullets at Centralia, Wash., Armistice day,
has been set to begin Jan. 5, at Monte-santhe county seat of Grays Harbor
county.

The Oregon Short Une has been ordered by the United States railroad
administration to complete at once the
spur track near Briggs, Idaho, which
will unlock 13,000,000 tons of coal. It
is said that 25,000 tons of coal is ready
for shipment as soon as the track Is
completed.

Ten thousand tons of coke, said to
belong to the Spokane Falls Gas Light
Company and alleged to be held for
unlawful profits, were served at Spokane under libel proceedings Instituted
in the court of United States District
Judge Itudkln by United States Dis-

trict Attorney F.

circles.

It

Is known Wllhelm will make

every effort to prevent his proposed
trial.
The League of Nations Association
In Brussels adopted a resolution recommending thnt the covenant of the
League of Nations be amended to totally eliminate from the text the
clauses giving nations the right to go
to war.
Tickets to the public gallery of the
house of commons for the opening session were in great demand, hundreds
showing their desire to see the first
woman member presented In the house.
It was impossible to accommodate
nearly all the applicants.
It has been announced that the Inby
fante Antonio of Bourbon-Orleanan acknowledgment signed Nov. 20th,
renounced his title as an infante of
Spain and the privileges attached to
this title. He also relinquished his
Spanish nationality and severed family
ties with the Spanish royal family.
Lady Astor has received her first
lesson in the rules and regulations of
parliamentary conduct. She has been
twice called to order by the speaker
for conversing on the floor of the
house with another member. The viscountess occupied the seat formerly
belonging to Tim Ilealey, the Irish nationalist leader.
"It was primarily due to the receptivity, courage and driving force of
Winston Spencer Churchill of England
that the general Idea to use such an
instrument of warfare as the tank
was converted Into practical shape,"
says the report Issued by the committee which Investigated nt great length
the numerous rival claims to credit
for Inventing the tank.
The Japanese government, through
Ambassador Shldclmra, has conferred
decorations on fourteen ranking officers of the American navy In recognition of war service. Among those decorated were Bear Admirals Benson,
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HE old folks

always
had wanted a baby
girl, even long after
Henry had been born.
But the years rolled
by, their boy grew up
b 1 g, handsome
and
strong, always cheer
ful and helpful about
the farm, and they
tried to resign them
selves to the fact that
their humble hopes
never would be satisfied. Old John
Barker never referred to them, but
every once In a while his wife would
catch herself brooding, tnlstyeyed, of
the suro day when young Henry would
marry and leave them alone on the
big farm for which there was no other
heir.
Her sole comfort In the thought
was that he would undoubtedly marry
one of the honest buxom daughters of
neighboring fanners, who would be
content with country life and not ex
pect to take him too far away from
them In their old age.
Then came the great war, and
Henry went overseas with his regi
merit as did most of the other true
'

'

s

1914-1918-
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MOST-DANGEROUS

OF ALL DISEASES

d

Sip
Accustomed

to the Wicked Frivolities
of Paris.

American boys. The old folks parted
from him courageously
old John
with a stern grip of calloused, toilworn hands, and Ma Barker with tears
steadfastly hidden behind her faded
loving eyes.
He was their all and
they gave him.
In the anxious months that followed
the old folks life held the same hard
routine as ever on the farm. Old
John drove to town oftener than usual
sometimes even twice a week to
see If any letters had come from mys
terious, sinister places in France, and
he and mother would pore over the
few that tíld arrive In the proud
knowledge that their Henry was a
"good" boy and was doing his duty,
They prayed each night that the Lord
would keep him safe to come back
to them and to keep him from temptu
tlon while away from their care.
Then one day, like a thunderbolt
out of a clear sky, came a terrible
letter from France, which snld : "I
have found the sweetest little girl
In all the world, and I'm bringing her
home with me as a Christmas pres
ent to you. The regiment Is now at
Brest for embarkation and we'll surely be home for the holidays. . . .
She is awfully pretty ; black hair, big
eyes and always wanting to be kissed,
ner name is Angellque. ... . . Of
course she can't speak anything but
French, but, dear mother and dad,
I just know that you'll soon learn to
love her as much as I do."
The old folks were stricken with
consternation. Their Henry bringing
home a French girl n foreigner who
wouldn't understand their simple,
ways, and to whom they
never could reconcile themselves
a one accustomed
Such
to the
wicked frivolities of Paris never
would fit In on the farm,
however
modest or "nice" she might be. More
likely she would despise it, and them,
and take their boy away to live In
some big city leave them lonely In
the old age that was now upon them.
The old folks bowed their grayed
heads beneath the blow, nearly heart
broken, although they tried bravely to
conceal their most harrowing dreads
from each other.
"Maybe she won't expect to wear
silk underwear all the time and- will
be willing to help you wipe the dishes
evenings, mother," old John clumsily
tried to console his wife as they gat
a'one In the farmhouse kitchen one
night after chores were done. "And
maybe, after all, she won't want to
smoke cigarettes before people when
she finds that American girls around
here don't do that sort of thing."
Mb Barker shook her head sadly.
"I'd do anything almost to make
our boy happy, pa," she said, while
the tears gathered In her faded eyes.
"We must do our best not to let him
notice how disappointed we are. Only
I'm afraid she'll never be content here
on the farm with us."
Ma Barker went about preparations
for the big Christmas dinner with
tearful premonitions, heavy hearted.
Sha was nervous ; wanted to sit down
and cry, but felt she had to keep up
't
before pa, for Henry's sake, if
uoth-aren-

Get some GOLD MEDAL ITaarlfm
Oil Capsules at once. They art an old,

No organs of the human body are so
Important to health and long life as the
kidneys. When they slow up and commence to kg in their duties, look out!
Danger is in sight
Find out what the trouble is without delay. Whenever you feel nervous,
weak, dizzy, suffer from sleeplessness,
or have pains in the bark, wake up at
once. Your kidneys need help. These are
signs to warn you that your kidneys
are not performing their functions
properly. They are only halt doing
their work and are allowing imparities
to accumulate and bo converted into
uric add and other poisons, which
are causing you distress anil will destroy you unless they are driven from
your system.

tried preparation used all over
for centuries. They contain only

the-worl-

soothing oils combined
g
with, strength-givin- g
and
herbs, well known and used by physicians in their daily practice.. GOLD
MEDAL naarlem Oil Capsules are imported direct from the laboratories la
Holland. They are convenient to take,
and will either give prompt relief or
your money will be refunded. Ask for
them at any drug store, but be sura
to get the original imported iGOLD
MEDAL brand. Accept no substitute.
In sealed packages. Three sisea,
system-cleansin-
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AUTO & TRACTOR MECHANICS
JO

KHJíl

Our big illustrated book. Cutout
this ad. sign and MAIL TODA Y.

Nlame.
I

.State.

own.

Address 2430, Lincoln Auto

&

Tractor School Lincoln, Neb.
IN EVERT STABLE

SPOHN'S DISTEMPER COMPOUND

KM)!

is the one Indispensable remedy for contagious and Infectious disoases among horses and milieu. Its success as u
preventive and cure (or DISTEMPER, PINK EYE.
years is
COUGHS and COLDS for more than twenty-nv- e
the highest tribute to its merit as a medicine. It la enmen
in Amerdorsed by the best horsemen and live stock
ica. Buy It of your drugKlBt.
MOU. MEDICAL, CO., Goahra, Iaé, V. 8. A.

To Win Success.
DREW NO STRONG HYPOCRITE
The talent of success Is nothing
moro than doing what you can well,
Absence of Such a Dominating Char,
und dlni? well whatever you do withacter From Shakespeare's Pages
thought
out il
of fmi.e. Longfellow.
Explained by English Novelist.
-

Freshen a Heavy Skin
With the antiseptic, fascluatlng CnU
cura Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
scented convenient, economical face,
skin, baby and dusting powder and
perfume. Benders other perfumes superfluous. One of the Cutlcura Toilet
Trio (Sonp, Ointment, Talcum). Adv.
FINALLY SUBDUE FOREST FIRE

Material for discussion among those
who more or less know their Shakespeare has been provided by Sir Walter Kalelgh's suggestion on the lecture-platfor-

that Shakespeare ereated

to feel that she's yours as much as
mine. She'll love you, ma, as she
does me."
From the depths of the hooded
sleigh he bundled a diminutive figure,
swaddled In furs and laprobes, with
two big, sparkling round eyes beaming
on thorn; and red lips curved up Into
an adorable smile.
baby
Angellque was a
girl whom he had adopted from a
village near the front!
"Her people were all killed by the
Germans," Henry explained apologetically, "so I thought I'd bring her along
Instead of letting her be sent to some
orphanage."
Ma Barker gave a choking sort of
cry and caught the baby girl for which
she had prayed so long to her relieved
breast. As for old John, he swallowed
bard, winked broadly at the grinning
Jed beside the horse, and said:
We've got some hard cider in the
house, Jed. Better come in with me
and have a nip before you put the
horses up. Gosh, but come to think of
It, Santa Claus' presents always are
supposed to be surprises anyway,
they, Jed?'
four-year-ol- d

tkv

complete aud carefully 3rawn flgunc
of a hypocrite because the dramatist
had had a free and happy childhood.
"It is the child." says Sir Walter, "who
sees hypocrites;" nnd so, as one follows tbo argument at seeond hand
column of a newspaper, Picket's,
who had a harsher childhood, wa
more Impressed by hypocrisy, and later
wrote about hypocrites. Ono suspects,
however, thnt there may be readers
who will deny that Shakespeare failed
to Include the hypocrite in his remarkable gallery of dramatic portraits.
Hypocrisy certainly figures; one has
OLly to recall the behavior of Gloster
or lago to find the characteristic, but
Sir Walter no doubt has ground imilla conviction diet the plays contain-nfigure domina ted by It.
In-th-

Thousands of Volunteers Overcome
Conflagration Which Threatened
Overwhelming destruction.

World Freed From Yellow Fever.
Science has at Inst vanquished yellow fever, it
believed, efter a long
and tedious struggle. In which sanitation was the chief weapon employed
by the victors. The story of what Is
declared to have been 'the last stand of
the dread malady, in Guayaquil, Bcun-wo- r,
is told In a recent report from
TSirpcrls from
South America.
Stales who fought an epldemic-ther- e
finally brought It under, subjection, and no cases have been reported
1
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The Way to Them.
"Why did you ask the waiter If he
knew of any barnyard terminals?"
"That's the code for.eoektalls."
Baby

01

this school.
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sume the whole of Angeles national
forest. In southern California, was
finally brought under control by the
desperate efforts of hundreds of volunteers. The unceremonious drafting of
curiosity seekers swelled the ranks of
the fighters until, In one district aloue,
around Pomona, more than 1,000 were
working day and night to stay the
flames. The kindling of tremendous hack fires nt critical points,
guided by airplane Inspection, succeeded In holding the f.res within the
originating area. Many resorts and
summer homes were menaced, hut
only a few cabins were Unit. As a result of the fire, the city waterworks
of Pasadena Is to be protected by n
giant firebreak, which will be constructed Iminedlall'ly by the ringers
of the United States forest servi-e.- Popular Mechanics Magazine.

Four-Year-O-
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after taking training in

A forest Arc that threatened. In 1.1
days of unimpeded destruction, to con-

Angelique Was a
Girl.

?

the Lincoln Auto and Tractor
School. You can step into a
BIG PAYING POSITION

...

s,

A. Garrecht.
Eighteen aeroplanes will be station
ed In Montana next summer for forest
e
patrol work, six of them at a
in Helena and twelve at the main base
In Missoula, If plans of the state and
federal foresters of the Northwest, ap Sims, Mayo and Knight, who received
proved by the director of air service the Grand Cordon of the Rising Sun;
training and operations, are carried Admirals Cleaves and Wilson, Grand
out.
Cordon of the Sacred Treasury ; AdWASHINGTON
miral Rodman, Order of the Rising
President Wilson has appointed Con- Sun, second class.
gressman Joshua W. Alexander of GENERAL
Gallatin, Mo., to be Secretary of ComTrial of Industrial Workers of the
merce,
Canton Lumber Company at Baltimore
i
attempt
to spread to the Kpedden Shipbuilding
The government will not
control the disposition and sale of Company adjoining, and a half dozen
sugar after the sugar equalization or more ships, and caused a property-losboard is dissolved Dec. 31.
One life
of more tbun $1,000,000.
Unofficial reports at Washington was lost, several men Injured and sevshow 1,000,000 persons wholly or par- eral boats owned by the United States
tially idle us result of strike and coal shipping board were burned and sunk.
shortage; dally loss of wages more Cause of the fire has not been determined.
than ?2,000,000.
Henry Clay Frlck, pioneer ironmasThe country as a whole now Is involved In coal rationing measures ter and one of (lie foremost art collecwhich have been proposed to eke out tors In the United States, died suddensupplies shortened by the nationwide ly nt his New York home In his 70th
year.
strike of bituminous mine workers.
The German general staff's story of
The American embassy rtt Mexico
City has notified the state department the war written from the official
nt Washington that American Consu- archives will soon be Issued and will
lar Agent William O. Jenkins at Pu- be entitled "The Battles and Fights of
The
ebla, Mexico, has been released from the Great War of
account Is to contain a consecutive and
custody.
Senator Sterling's hill making It un- ordered description of all battles in
lawful to display- - radical flags or em- which German troops participated.
A prize of $100,000 hns.heen offered
blems and barring from the malls all
matter advocating overthrow of the for the Invention of an airplane which
government or destruction of property will rise and descend vertically. Anhas been considered by the Senate,' but nouncement of the offer, made by
final action was deferred on objection Edouard and Andre Michelln, French
tire manufacturers, through the Aero
by Senator Borah of Idaho.
Increase of nearly a half billion dol- club of France, was made at New York
lars In receipts over 1918 was noted in by the Aero club of America.
After fatally injuring his wife, Hat-tie- ,
the report of the Treasurer of the
aged 41, and seriously wounding
United States for the fiscal year 1910.
daughter, Mamie, while
The ordinary receipts were $4,047,003,-K2.4- his
and the ordinary disburse- they slept, Walter Webb, a Ford
at Detroit, blew out his brains
ments $15,305,302,741.70, an Increase
of $0,308,830,475.73 as compared with with the revolver with which he did
Relatives say he had
those of the year before. The disburse- the shooting.
ments on account of the Panama canal been in an ugly mood several weeks
were $12,205,775.09, while the receipts and had threatened members of his
family repeatedly.
were $0,777,040.55;
Expressing appreciation of the servIn
postoffice
$2,342,851
A surplus of
operations for the fiscal year 1919 was ices rendered patriotic agencies by
announced In the 'annual report of stage people during the war, John D.
The Rockefeller, Jr., contributed $25,000 to
Postmaster General Burleson.
figures are subject to some adjustment the Actors' Fund of America. ' In makwhich would Increase the surplus, Mr. ing the contribution he expressed gratiBurleson said, adding that this was tude", especially for the help actors
the Rlxtlt time In the seven years of gave to the United War Work camthe present postoffice administration paign, of which he was an official.
expendiI hat revenues had exceeded
The American Woolen Company In
an advance In
Boston announced
tures.
J. Franklin Fort, former governor wages In all Its mills. The Increase
of New Jersey and chairman of the became effective nt once. The amount
Federal Trade Commission, has re- was not stated. The company has
forty mills in several states.
di gned becaase of 111 health.
sub-bas-
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lug else. She knew of old. exactly
all the good things that her boy liked
for the Christmas dinner Juicy black
fruit cake, steaming plum pudding
odoriferous
turkey, and
but oh! she didn't know what to prepare for her couldn't get any frog
legs If she had wanted to. And the
geography said that frog legs were a
favorite French dainty.
Oh, whatever would the minister
say? . . . yes. and Sally Ilowarth,
too. when they heard about about
"Angellque 1" Sally had been "sweet
on Henry, and poor old Ma Barker had
hoped
But, ah well! She mustn't let her
dear hoy know! He and his Angellque
would be there tomorrow.
Christmas eve the old folks decorated the house with fir boughs, holly
and strings of colored popcorn. They
even trimmed a tree as they had done
for Henry ever since he had been a
little boy. Ma Barker thought, with
n rising lutnp In ber throat, that may
be the trench girl would look on It
all as silly; would curl her lip ut their
homely endeavors, but
Christmas morning Jed, the hired
man, drove off In the sleigh to meet
their boy and his bride at the station
In town. The odor of savory good
things on the kitchen stove permeated
the whole farmhouse, and the big open
fire In the dining room crackled in
comfortable contrust to the sparkling
cold of the snow outside. Ma Barker
bustled about, sadly setting the table
with her best dishes. She caught old
John stealthily coming up the base
ment stairs with a dusty demijohn.
"Why, Pa Barker!" she exclaimed
"What's that you've got there? I do
believe It's that cider that fermented
so as we couldn't use It I"
"Yes, 'tis," admitted old John pretty
shamefacedly
and shuffling his feet
to hide his embarrassment. "But you
see, I
I thought that maybe
as Henry s girl Is a French woman,
she'd rather like hard cider, seeing
as we haven't any light wines nor
champagne for her to drink."
A few minutes later they heard the
slelghbells jingling, the snort of the
horses and the crunch of runners on
the snow In front of the house. In
stantly the old folks forgot the dread
that had been overshadowing them
since the letter came.
Ma Barker,
with trembling fingers undid her
apron, smoothed her hair "so that
Henry's girl would see her looking
right," and rushed out of doors. Old
John followed more decorously and
stiffly, for his rheumatism had been
troubling him more than ever lately,
making work harder for him about the
farm. Yes, he certainly wis going to
nifss Henry's help when
"My boy I my boy !" cried ma as
she threw herself Into the extended
arms of the sturdy young soldier In
khaki as he leaped out of the sleigh
behind
Jed.
the broadly-grinnin- g
They clung ecstatically together for a
few minutes until old John forced
them apart to pump his son's hand
up and down and mumble something
about the bright sun on the snow mak
Ing his eyes water.
And then, after the first exuberant
greetings
were over with, Henry
laughingly
disengaged
himself and
cried at them:
"And now let me Introduce Ange
llque to you, people. And I want you

Yes, Hazel, when a married man
loses anything, he accuses bin wM'e of

taking

the city for about threa months.
Popular Mechanics Magazine.

Assistance Unnecessary.
Pol!y Pidi't you cnM for help whenbe kissed you?
Molly My dear, he didn't need any t
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Proof of Me'it.
"Your poem was returned?"
Before attempting to size up nn
"Yes, but reluctantly; I had to writeman arouse his temper.
the editor five times for It."

easy-goin-

There's something really

fascinating about, the nutlike flavor of

Grape sHuts
The strength and nutrition

gleaned from this wheat
and malted barley food

make it a most sensible

breakfast cereal,

while its low cost adds true

economy.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

them youH no longer be
afraid of thought in Itself, and when
you are freed of that fear you will
find that sincerity ceases to be conversational bad taste. It becomes
rather a weapon, the only probe that
can pierce the armor of individuals,
for of course you know that every personality wears a shell, thick or thin.
d
or loose."
She turned ber eyes and looked him
up and down fleetlngly. "What else
will your philosophy do for me?" she
asked.
What else?" he repeated. "It will
make you gloriously Independent reduce you to the three elements of content health, honor and an inner

should get your pulpit and turn missionary to society."
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"I've got the face of the earth for
pulpit," said the man easily, "and
Í couldn't do with less."
"I had suspected that there was
Mmethlng colossul about you," replied
Andrea quickly, "and now I know
it. It is your impertinent
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MAN IS DEAF TO ANDREA'S

realized this almost subconsciously,
Her thoughts lingered on the substance
of what he had said, but when she
spoke she proved herself a woman,
Speaking of names, what is yours?'
she asked.
"Mine? My name?" said the man,
startled out of his role. He stared
absently through and beyond her.
Why, I haven't any now. Not that
amounts to anything." His eyes came
back to her. "Call me Mr. White Man
as you have begua Just White Man
when you feel genial, if you ever do.'
"Well, Mr. White Man," said Andrea,
with emphasis, "what you said about
ruin didn't pass quite over my head.
believe you spoke with genuine sin
cerity and that, as you doubtless re
member, is conversational bad taste,
Somehow it dldnt bore me, but do you
really think that women are persuaded

PLEADINGS.

Andrea Pellor, handsoms daughter of Lord Pellor, Impecunious aristocrat,
diamond mine owner.
is doomed to marry an Ulltera' but wealthy middle-age- d
She disconsolately wanders from her hotel In South Africa and discovers an
aviator about to fly from the beach. Impulsively, of course Imagining that the
trip will be merely a pleasant excursion, and a welcome relief from thoughts
of her loveless marriage, she begs to be taken for a flight, although she does
not know him. He somewhat unwillingly agrees, and they start. When she
realties her unknown aviator Is not going back Andrea In desperation- tries to
choke him with one of her stockings. He thwarts her and they sail on Into
the very heart of Africa. Landing In an immense craal, Andrea finds the
natives all bow in worship to her mysterious companion. She is given a slave
boy, "Bathtub," and the White Man sets about building a hut for her. Andrea
is given a glimpse of the home which la to be hers, and wonders at Its
-
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Continued.

"Tell your muster that I shall come
ten minutes," she said, watched him
ko and closed the door after him.
Then she turned and hurried to the
little mirror on the wall. She flushed
with anger as she looked at herself.
The excitement coupled with the heat
had metfe her forget her Inappropriate
garb.
ShA. rehung the looking glass and
lookeB around for Implements of toilet. On the little table lay a comb
and a single military brush, looking
lonely without Its mate. There were
also a tin of powder, the common
sprinkler variety that men use, a fresh
bottle of dental lotion and a sealed
box, proclaiming Itself In loud type
the container of the only perfect
In,

toothbrush.
"Not so bad," reflected Andrea, and
went to work to make the best of what
was already one of God's choicest
creations. But when she had finished
the wonderful result1 only angered
her. The incongruity of sitting down
camp dinthus garbed to an open-ai- r
ner at half past five In the afternoon
and face to face with a man In appropriate khakl, outraged her very accurate Judgment as to what was fitting.
Suddenly she remembered her cloak.
She rushed to the door and called to
Bathtub. He came on the run, received her orders and a moment later
garment,
fetched the
still warm from its sun bath. An
drea mit It on. her bare shoulders
shrinking from Its hot touch.
Beneath the acacia gleamed the
white table set for two. Near it sat
the man, nursing patience with a clga
rette as Is the way of the waiting
male. He arose as Andrea drew near
and threw his cigarette away. He was
clothed In the full dress of the tropics white mess jacket, black tie,
white waistcoat, black trousers, silk
hose and pumps. Clean shaven, hair
well brushed, he had dotted the i's
and crossed the t's of etiquette and
stood for six feet of the best brand
of unconscious gentleman.
Andrea stopped several paces away
and gazed at him. Her eyes filled suddenly with tears and her heart swelled
in the quick answer of the generous
to the thoughtful. She drew near and
said In a voice that trembled slightly,
"You are considerate In. all little
things."
She raised both hands to her throat,
unhooked her cloak and let It slip
from her shoulders. For an Instant
his eyes were those of a man of her

"Tell Your Master That I Shall Come
In Ten Minute."
own world. They swept over her as
though they took the measure of her
loveliness for the first time. They
traveled vlth a flashing gaze from her
soft hair to her flushed cheeks, down
over her bare neck and into the faery
meshes of her filmy fiock, and there
they stopped with a jerk as though
even in that moment he remembered
that very short skirts and a truncated
silk stocking might leave a serious
defenses of
gap In Uie
modern modesty.

Then he came back in one swift up
ward sweep and met her own gaze,
squurely, steadily. She drew a deep
breath. Something sustaining hnd
come Into the white man's gray-blu- f
eyes, something you could lean upon
He was suddenly not of her old world.
"I am afraid the soup Is a little
cold," he said as he stepped around
to draw her chair for her.
The dinner was good beyond the
cachet of mere gross appetite, and
It was served with a rapidity and
smoothness

that

would

have

credit to the oldest of the Pellor
lers.
"Your servants
said Andrea.

by words?"
Tho man dropped his eyes.

done
but-

are well trained,"

"Each has little to do," said the
man. "lie must do it well, 'mat, in
cidentally, Is the secret of getting
satisfactory work out of an African."
Is It?" said Andrea absently. "I've
always heard they were a shiftless
lot and that a white man could do the
work of ten niggers."
"So he can, ordinarily," answered
the man, almost as absently, "but
there are times when ten 'boys,' picked
'boys' " He stopped as If he were
lost In some far reminiscence.
A silence fell to the end of the meal,
which coincided with the sudden end
of the tropic day.
The man spoke to the servants for
They cleared the
the first time.
table, set It again with glasses and
liqueurs, cigars, cigarettes and coffee,
and moved It slightly to one side.
Then, from the nearby hut, they
brought out two cushioned wicker
chairs, home-mad- e
but comfortable.
Andrea sank Into hers with a peculiar
mixed with susfeeling of
pense. The man sat down opposite
her, the table within easy reach of both
but not between them. Something
swayed with a jerk above their heads.
Andrea, startled, looked up just in time
to see an enormous white disk unroll
from Its edges, letting fall In a circle
around them a snowy mesh of bob- binet.
They, and all they needed for com
fort, became enclosed In an Insectproof cage that swayed softly to the
evening stir of air. The servants
weighted down its edges with flat
stones and then lit two acetylene
lamps that stood outside on stands
placed at right angles to the couple
within the net so that the eyes of both
were spared the glare.
The man poured coffee and liqueurs,
lit Andrea's cigarette, chose a cigar
for himself and sat down. During the
coffee they eyed each other In silence,
taking each other's measure. "It Is too
bad," he said finally, "that we can't
well-bein-
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take this hour for itself alone and
drink together a cup of peace and
stillness and comfort."
His words were half a question and
It was so that Andrea understood them,
She drew a deep sigh, shrugged her
bare shoulders and turned squarely to
her companion. "It is too bad," she
said, repeating his words with bitter
emphasis, "that I can't forget that on
this night I lose everything that mat
ters too bad I can't brush catastrophe
and ruin aside for the sake of a fool
moon and a cigarette."
As she spoke, the man braced him
self. "Everything that matters," he
repeated, "Ruin ! What have you lost
that matters? Wherein have you been
ruined?"
The girl stared at him, open-eye"You know who I am, what I stand
for in my world, and how that world
will make a chasm that I can never
recross after this night and you can
sit there and say it doesn't matter and
ask where's the ruin?"
The man looked away from her tense
face. "The things that matter," he
said quietly, "are health first of body
and then of soul honor that can stand
alone, and the flame of an Inner lamp,
There Is nothing else that really counts
and you've lost none of these. As for
ruin" He turned his eyes back to
her and in them was a gleam of quiz
"Shall I define ruin
zical challenge.
for you?"
"Please do," said Andrea, unsmiling.
"Ruin," said the man, "Is burial,
Whether it's Pompeii or an entire civilization lying under strata of a ten
thousand years' stride of time or an
Individual rotting under the Sod of
conventions, It s all one and the same
thing. Routine Is a tomb, and when
you go so deep in Its foul air that you
can't keep burning the flame of that
inner lamp I mentioned, why you're
dead to every intent and every pur
pose. That, Andrea Pellor, !s ruin.."
He used her name without prefix,
but without familiarity simply as a
corollary to his stark frankness. She

than the whole world for a

play-

ground."
"And has It never failed V
His eyes wandered to the
aeroplane. "Yes, it has failed
once."
s
"A case of "physician cure'" began
Ills eyes had
Andrea and stopped.
swerved back to hers and the naked
look of regret in them frightened her.
"Well," she continued, glancing away
hastily, "do you really want to to
convert me?"
He started In his chair and If he
hnd been thinking of his personal
troubles, promptly forgot them. Had
It been merely a chance shot, he speculated, or was this young lady pos
sessed of that rarest of virtues, a
quirk of mischief in the face of ad
verslty?
"Women know no conversion except through love," were the
exact words he had used, ne recalled
'
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How Lyáia E. Pinkhamt
Vegetable Compound
1 Prepared For
Woman's Use.

"Let's begin with the inner flame,"
"It sounds mystic."
"But It isn't," he replied. "It's the
most practical thing In the world. Ambition, illusion, youth, are a few of its
commoner appellations, but the one
that comes nearest to Imprisoning it in
a phrase Is, breath of life."
Andrea studied him almost Impatiently; inwardly she was rebelling
tremendously at finding Tsclf so continually interested by Je who was
even at the moment calmly doing her
a great wrong. If he had spoken as
didactically about his precious phil
osophy Bhe would have found herself
at once ; but he hadn't. In that point
more than In any other lay the charm
charm? Well, call it charm, anyway,
of this unusual male.
Having thought the matter out with
a view to hearing mm Drowse some
mere, she said, "Can't you bring It a
little nearer?"
"I'll try," he answered after a pause.
"Breath of life Is that quality which
holds back a man from marrying for
money and urges another to the desertion of wife and children because
he's bored, that makes a preacher leap
from the pricking pinnacle of dogma
to the heart of the Red Light district
and his own destruction, that leads the
king-buof the herd to Impatient paths
In short, it's
of lonely meditation.
the perpetual vigilance of self at the
apparent risk of the soul."
"Sort of sublimated egoism," re
marked Andrea.
"Selfishness, you mean?" He shook
his head. "It's not even on that plane;
it's so much over It that selfishness as
a quality Is merely one of the pebbles
on the beach below it that the sea has
been grinding down to uniform char
acteristics for a hundred years. Alive,
It's a flame ; dead, it doesn't even leave
u corpse."
Andrea yawned. "Now honor," she
'
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Andrea threw back her head and
turned her face toward 'him. "I am
not crying," she said quietly, "and I
will not."

Her anger had died and in Its place
had come Into her eyes something ter
ribly potent, the unforgettable look
of a hunted thing at bay.
"I want to ask you," continued An
drea, "to Implore you, to take me back.
If not tonight, then tomorrow. Flying
or on foot, if only we could start now.
I will say that it has all been my fault,
that you did nothing beyond what I
asked you to do in bringing me with
you, If only if only you will take me

'

said.

Will you?"

The man clenched his teeth. "I
would If I could. I've told you that
already," he said almost In a whisper.
Then his voice grew clearer and colder.
"It would take eight days by any
means at my disposal eight days
there and eight days back. I can't
afford it and nothing would be saved
or gained as far as you are concerned.
It would only entail a loss I have no
right to give."
His mood hardened Andrea s. "You
mean that when it comes to choosing
between my personal loss and yours,
you see no reason to hesitate."
The man flushed under his tan and
his eyes gleamed as though her words
had given them new life. "Mine would
not be a personal loss," he said. "I
am not a loafer nor am I here for my
pleasure,"
"I see," said Andrea. "My Ufe
against the interests of your employer.
Are you a foreman?"
He shrugged his shoulders and ig
nored the question. "Your lifer he
said. "What are you worth, after all?
The best specimen of woman in this
camp represents an ipvestment on the
part of the husband of two pounds
ten shillings say three pounds at the
most. Every girl child she bears and
rears brings him a hundred per cent
return, and In addition she keeps house,
cooks, chops wood, totes water and
tills his fields."
Again Andrea jerked him out of his
"What
role with her Inconsequence.
does tote mean?" she asked rather icily.
"To tote means to carry, fetch, lug,

MEDICINE

she suggested.

to bed."

back.

A FAMOUS

flame."

half-wreck-

"No,"

he said listlessly. "I don't. I know,
but I had forgotten, that women are
persuaded by love alone."
"What!" cried Andrea.
"Women," said the man, "know no
conversion except through love."
T have no Interest whatever In your
abstractions," said Andrea angrily. "I
don't care what you think on any sub
ject under the sun. At this moment
there is only one thing that concerns
me only one." She turned from him,
threw her bare arras across the table
and dropped her face against them.
"What Is to become of me? What do
I care about women? I care about
myself, about Andrea Pellor."
'I am glad that you do," said the
man, and added, grimly, "If you cry,
If you even start to cry, I shall go

THE MAKING OF

close-Joine-

"You misunderstood me," Interrupted
the man, himself unmoved. "What I
mean by that flamboyant statement
was that no philosophy has ever lived
except through example and one can't
fulfill the creed of contrasts with less

"HOME," "THROUGH STAINED CLASS," "JOHN BOGARDUS," ETC.
by

you have

"It's Only, a Few Weeks Since I Was
Knocked Down to the Highest
Bid-Ss-

r.

them perfectly, and watching In silence
a tUtale flush rise from her bare neck
Inio her hot cheeks, he perceived that
she also remembered.
"Oh I" cried Andrea, "I think you are
horrible."
"I haven't said anything," remon
strated the man.
That's why," snapped Andrea,
"You could have said something. You
keep quiet and give a beastly significance significance"
He helped her out. "To a little
joke," he finished and added quite
gravely : "Be sure I shall do all in my
power not to convert you."
CHAPTER IV.

The heat of the day had quite passed.
Andrea felt of her arms. They were
soft and cool. She laid them on the
table and studied them as though she
never had noticed them before. She
was thinking that all her fright had
died away. She was alone with a man,
alone by over a hundred miles and yet
never had she felt less lonely, more
secure. She threw up her head, turned
to her companion with a smile and
said, "I've decided not to sulk, White
Man. Tell me what your philosophy
will do for me If I give It a tryout."
The man drew a long breath of relief, examined the ash of his cigar and
flicked it off. "First of all," he began,
"Thank you," she interrupted. "By "It will lift a fever from you, the fever
the way, did you mean to measure me of hastening from one little thing to
standard?"
against that three-pounanother. Look back and tell me if
your memories aren't all stock varie"I did," said the man.
She threw out her arms in a gesture ties; I mean don't they all fall into
of disclosure and laughed. "To think," set and dry classifications?"
"I understand," said Andrea. "You
she said, "that It's only a few weeks
since I was knocked down to the high mean they are all chucked into about
est bidder at twenty thousand a year !" six bins like staples at a grocery."
He gave her a look of undisguised
"Not you," said the man quickly.
"He wasn't buying you. You never admiration. "I mean exactly that
even thought it. I happen to know him, My philosophy will give you the secret
perhaps better than you do, and I can of the happy Idle hour. Never again
assure you that the tinsel and the can a city or a great house quite
pomp he was bargaining for, innocent smother you, for It will be In your
enough in themselves, would have be- power to sit spellbound, your eyes
come despicable and tainted by his fixed ten thousand miles away on a
d
girdle of
huts, or black
possession.
d
He was silent for a moment; then, women pounding millet
just as Andrea's lips were opening to plckanlns at play, a blotch of bronze
a remark, he added, Tm glad you statues taking an hour off from pose
brought him to my mind. The thought and chanting the news of the hour."
"And an airplane," added Andrea,
of him hag freed me from my regret.
You're here, I'm glad you are, and you "trying to push two surprised huts out
shall stay. The only question is of the way."
The man made an impatient gesture,
whether you are going to sulk or
whether you will smile and accept the "There you go," he exclaimed, "pouncing, claws out, on the one personal
cure of the philosophy of contrasts."
element 1"
"That's a new one," said Andrea.
"Why I" cried Andrea, eyes Inno"Not at all," replied the man. The
philosophy of contrasts Is based on cently wide. "What's personal about
the Idea that a rut and death are one an airplane?"
He looked at her grimly and ignored
and the same thing."
"You've missed your vocation, White the trap. "It will give you things to
Man." Bald Andrea flippantly. "Ion think about." be continued, "and when

bear"
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"Won't you talk a little?" said the
man. "Defining is a great game and
I don't want to hog all the fun. Speak
for your class. What's honor?"
Andrea thought for a minute; then
she smiled. "With women, It's keeping
anywhere this side of the Rubicon."
She paused.
"And with men?" he urged.
"With men it's the art c not get
ting caught"
"Capital I" he exclaimed.
"Yes," she murmured. "I thought
you would like those answers." He
stared at her, but she kept her face
"Now tell me
Innocent of malice.
what honor really is."
"I believe you could have told me,"
he answered, "except for the fact that
your exceptionally good taste bars
sincerity. It's what is left of morality
when you're sure no one is looking.
Andrea stifled another yawn. "Some
of the things you say," she gasped,
"are almost clever enough for a book
to read in bed."
"I beg your pardon. I'm sorry," said
the man and clapped his hands loudly.
A bundle under the tree, wrspped up
head and all in a blanket, resolved it
self into Bathtub rubbing sleep out of
his eyes;- arose, seized a rope on a
pulley and hauled. The circular mos
quito net rolled up from about the
table.
Will you go to your room and tell
me If you have everything?" asked the
man. "Everything necessary, I mean."
-
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A visit to the laboratory where tL!a
Successful remedy is made impress
ven the casual looker-o-n with the re 1-1abilitv. accuracy, skill and cleanliness
which attends the making of this great
medicine lor woman s ills.

Over 350.000 rounds of various nerM
are used anually and all have to b
gathered at the season of the year when
tneir natural juices ana meaicinat sua
stances are at their best
The most successful solvents are used
to extract the medicinal properties from
these herbs.
Every utensil and tank that comes In
contact with the medicine is sterilized
and as a final precaution in cleanlineM
the medicine is pasteurized and sealed
in sterile bottles.
It is the wonderful combination of
roots and herbs, together with the
skill and care used in its preparation
which has made this famous medicine
so successful in the treatment of
female ills.
The letters from women woo have)
been restored to health by the use of
Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable
which we are continually pub
tishing attest to its virtue.
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)
A Whistler Anecdote.
A certain duke commissioned

Whis
tler to paint bis wife and Infant son.
the Marquis of Bxe. Whistler began

the painting, and after a while announced that no more sittings were
required, and the finished work would
be sent home in a few days. But days.
weeks, months, years passed and tbe
duke couldn't get bis picture. Finally
he caught Whistler In Pall Mall one
nfternoon and the painter Said: "1
find that one more sitting la necessary.
If the duchess will bring the baby to
my studio In Tlte street some day next
week" "The duchess," said the
duke, "will be most happy to give you
another sitting. The baby, however, Is
In the guards." San Francisco Argo
naut.
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Cuticura Heals
WW Itching Burning
Skin Troubles

m aC

Alahur en w, Talmnl
waa
ml uiukh lavs,
Sample eata free of "Oatúara, Dapt I, Sertas."

Hand

Blunder Over Blunder.
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It Is a dangerous thing when
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yon have

let slip an unfortunate remark to try
to cover up the blunder. Mrs. O. was
talking with the wife of Judge Q,
about her son's choice of a profession.
"I don't want him to be a lawyer,"
she said. "Why notf asked the judge's
wife. "I think there Is nothing much
finer than the legal profession for a
bright boy." "Well," said Mrs. O.
bluntly, "a lawyer has to tell so many
lies." Then It dawned on her that she
was talking to the wife of a lawyer,
so she hastily added: "That Is er to
be a good, lawyer." Xouth'a Com
panion,

II I tl (j

1- -

ItC.a .

ra

ftemovea Corea,

Cal-- 1

comfort toUw
kaiM, ete atol all Bala, eneurea
walking eaar. Uta. by mall or at Drag- -j

fr,
lata.

makes

Mleeox

Worfatcogna,IL I.
poTrwiviovroTir.

Chemical

FRECKLES

Ce..2aVsMtaUiMaveae.Ckicw.

R. Colomnn,
Wntson
Patent Lawyer.Waehlngwn,
u. Advice ana door ira.
reasonable, Blgheatraferoneea. Beateervtoes.

PñTEHTS
Bates

Irritating Coughs

Promptly treat coughs, eolda, hoaraeneaa,
bronchitu and etmUar inflamed and irritated
ooouitkas of the throat with tested remedy

'

THE

THE
Spanish-America-

FOR HEALTH
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n
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tlie boy tTie biig he said:
; how much is itt"
I replied a dollar. The othnr boy, who had
showed

MISS

"Thank
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second-clas-

s
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V.OB TO THE VICTORS:
If defeat of the treaty of pcacs by
Republican Senators was a victory J'or
the.r party,, leaders of the G. O. P. arc
assuredly not demeaning thern.wlvea
as victors. Ths are gro .in? cauiiovr,
timid, apologetic. Chairman Huys of
the Republican National Committee-has ordered that sounding o public
sentiment be taken in evtiy bailiwick
of his partisan Conjrre.'.Trier. to doter-min- e
the extent of rhi reaction fol
lowing the treaty's rejection. Ha is
showing fear thai tho psople's verdict
may hold hirn and his Senatorial reactionaries responsible for prolonging
industrial unre3t, the high cost of living, burdensome taxation, the danger
of international complications and all
the other concommittant evils of war.
Thefe are evidences, then, that th"!
Senators who strangled the treaty and
prevented a formal conclusion of peace
have least of all found favor with tin
politicians of their own party. It is
not too much to believe that, when the
signa of popular disapproval begin to
multiply, these Senators may be blam-a- d
by the very leaders including Will
H. Hayes who inspired and encout
aged them to make ratification of the
treaty a game of politics instead of a
momentous duty in behalf of their
country and the entire world.
It is already manifest that Senator
Loáge's proposal to make the treaty
an issue in the presidential campaign
has caused trepidation among the more
"practicáis" of the G. 0. P. They do
not welcome the prospect of go plain
and specific a question being referred
to the people.., They prefer to stake
their hopes on generalities and platitudes. They know in advance that
tke voters could easily líecltíe which of
.the two parties spoke the will of the
people and sought the welfare of the
country during the fight to acopt tha
treaty and end the war.
,

The aggregate of bank deposits ind
the number of depositors have increased more .than 100 per cent since tha
country 'ha3 been under Democratic
administration. Can any one of tho
18,000,000 depositors be persuaded íj
believe that old Republican wheeze
about putting the G. O. P. in power to
insure prosperity ?
If control f the railroads by ths
Government was an unwise arrange-- ,
ment last spring as the Republicans
asserted it was isnt the Republican
y
Congress
for not having
returned them to private ownership
as it had the chance to do for. the last
six months?
Europe cannot understand the purpose of the Republican majority in defeating the treaty of peace, say
from abroad. Europe is respectfully referred to publicity emanating from the Republican National
Committee.
' The regular suasion of the Republican Congress will have much work to
do, says a Republican newspaper. Most
of this will be what should have been
done in the extraordinary session.
At last the "investigating" commit
tees have an excuse for saying that
the war was a failure. The G. O. P.'s
rejection of the treaty was a victory
for Germany.
Members of the German government
were greatly heartened by the defeat
of the treaty. Accordingly, Senator
Lodge is not without his admirers.
blame-worth-

its-patc-

-- ' "

nrmntm:

'

Clown and Pantaloon.
According to a little book on sym
holism which Lady Glenconner hn
privately printed for lie: friends, tin
harlequinade Is of sacred origin: Tht
ordeals through which the Imrlequli
(who is the Unknown) and eolumb
Wne (the Soul) pass tire the tribuía
tious of the spirits In the materia
bhnse of existence. The down repre
ents the world nnd the pantaloon tlif
liody. Possibly, ninny clowns and pant
Intuís all over the country are uua
tvnrc of this. ,.

Irr) HEALTH AND A (tJ
iHAPPY

UY

AND

NEW YEASVL

OSE

CHRISTMAS

RED

CROSS

SEALS

BELONGS TO THE PREHISTORIC
City That at One Time Had Many In.
habitants One of the Show Placet
of New Mexico.

T"

Telephone Tattle.
TMpvps nnd becznrs have n "cant"
language of their own. When o burglar uses the phrase, "struck by lightning." be means that he wns nrrested
by the police whilst engaged on liis
little Job, through Information coa
veyed through the telephone.
rt

A lost city of 20,000 homes has been
found In a great canyon barely 40
miles from the city of Santa Fe, N. M.
It Is reputed to be the first known
city of the Cochltl tribes of Pgeblo Indians of the Southwest.
The place Is
tailed Rito de los Frijoles or
and Is one of the world's wonders.
Jlerej In little caves n- - the sides
of gigantic cliffs, dwelt the prehistoric cliff dwellers of America Jn
Tyu-on-J- i,

communal dwellings, that were almost immune from attack by either
man or the giant beasts of the stone
age.
The valley Is about 12 miles long
and about half a mile wide, with the
sheer walls of the cliff fowerlng perpendicularly for thousands of feet. For
some distance they are red or brownish In color, and then In place tfcey
are dazzling white. Almost, the entire surface Is honeycombed with thousands of volcanic blowholes, that omw
pon a time belched forth sulphur
fnmps and steamsof tfrr earth's core.
The people used these Irofes as door
to their homes, and.enlargwf the Interiors to suit their famfllV. Some
built three-storbuilding tit front of
the cares, but little reimiía of these
feats of masonry.
1

ftnsyr.

FOR

Baum Bros

Two Jersey Cowf:
p
T
neu- one .jersey
in
r, one bull.
mi f uamann,,
Mills, N. M.

te pas;

Si

1.

11 00

O. W.

a. m. 8PM.

Pearn, Pastor.

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
s

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 andlOa m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge.

LODGE DIRECTORY

I

A.F.

i2.96

1J

85t

& A. M.

ACACIA LODGE NO. S3
''Meets 2na and 4thSatur- daya of month

F. S. Brown, W,

Irvin Ogden, Sbcy,

WHAT BECOMES OF
THE AVERAGE DOLLAR
BY
RECEIVED

M.

All Masons welcome.

Í SWIFT & COMPANY
FROM THE ULl Of MEAT
AND SY PRODUCIS
$i cents it rúa ron rut

ess--;

MIMAL
UVE
CENTS FOR LABOR
EXPENSES WW FREISHT
l.O CENTS REMAINS

IJ.

i.;o. o.íF.

WITH
SWlFTC0MpA!ir

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Atntofrr

Public Sale
ra-

Mile South and Two Miles
of Roy, N
on

TRINIDAD CREAMERY

Property

in

Tue. Dec 16, '19
iru

VVm. G.

CO

Write us for shipping tags,
Butterfat 75c and express paid

Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
STOCK
TWENTY-EIGEI. O. O. F. Hall
CATTLE
you want a New Auto and
If
Four Jersey Milch Cows, Seven head
Mrs. MyeaO. Drriteo m
pay
all
the
prepared
to
not
are
of Jersey and Duchám Milch Cows.
"
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Sec.y.
The rest are good stock cattle, agea money, See us for Terms.
NINETEEN HORSES AND MULES
WORK. SADDLE AND UNBROKE.

Trinidadi Creamery Company.

T

six months to six years.

Mora, New Mexico
Compete lad ex to All lands
and Tswr

Visiting Brothers always welWe pay come.
Ship us your cream,
highest prices. Right now we
E. J, Floersheim, N. G.
West
pay 75c. aisd the express.

ta commence at 10 o'clock a.
sej Salesharp,
the following property:

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

Samson
Windmills

FARM MACHINERY
On 3!4 good Farm Wagon, gotl
Iran Wheel Truck Wagon, low wood
Wluel Wagon, 1 Buggy, i Oüver

Lister Cultivator,

Ont

Mora Pknter with furrow openers;

Cofnty.

Dl Lister,

w

one

J.

Liberty Garage.

r)

Visitinir Sisters welcome

Photos
For farm views see- L. E. Deubler

good Lister; 1 McCbr-mic- k
Mower; 1 Matine Disc Gang, one
Cleaning Wax Candles.
Harrow, 2 Walking Plws;
Wax candles which have betome
1 Bean Cutter; 2 Disc Harrows, one
dusty fan be made per?ectly white by
Walking Planter. 1 Rod Plow,
Harrow, Blacksmith Tools, 4 robbing them with a clenn piece of
Sets of good Farm Harness; Five doz- flnnntrt dipped In spirits of wine.
en R. I. R. Chirkens.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS,
1

J. B. LUSK

th

Kodak Finishing: I am now prepare to do all kinds, mail them
to L. E. Deubler

Roller bearings,
SELF OILING

A. A. Wynne

Auto and tractor oils

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

Roy, N. M.

Produce more cream and ship
it direct to the Trinidad Cream- Homestead Matters attended to,
ery. We will pay you 7:c. for Filings
Final
Publications
and pay the express,
butter-fa- t
apers
up
ctrawn
Legal
roois.
f
f
Your check and can returned and acknowledgements taken.

$850.00

3.

MILLS

at

3rd Sunday

.

Jtf

John H. Moore & Co. Roy. N.M

Wind mills, Well ca&mg
pumps and cylinders, Ga
Try the new
pipe,

Liberty 'Garage.

VIEW

p.m.

THIS SHOWS

A. Waldo

l

tanks

Fully equipped,

PLEASANT

First Sunday each Month at

Swift & Company, U.S.A.

mules, 2 mares

If yoa have wheat for sale

stock

Chevrolets

.

Evening

Farm Wagons. &

Five-Passeng- er

diouia

SALE:-- 5

Priced to sell. Terms,
I Morris, Roy, N. M.

I

beds,

ROY
Services' 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday ot each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.ÜU p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

-

Wber(I!l

you, Wesley?"

Whnt's

r

goes-nprfn-

tricked It off wtth. Hjr

Supt.

CHRISTIAN

".--

's

Abernathy,

G. R.

one-thir-

-

in a Country Practice- Two country boys, twelve amf fourteen years of age, walked fnft wy;
fflce one nmmlng and had no sooner
íoor, when one of thVm
closed th
jlaeed his Hand over bis ear, Jiirtipl
around on me foot then on thctirHrr:
swearing amf exrinlmfreg: "There- Bw
goes, there he goes," nnd wStcm IT
asked hhn what was tke matter: lVe
,
Conipanlo,
i
Turd a Tmg In his ear.: t
replied that
Í.J
ti
Before I ruM examine him he recexclaimftigr
reated his contortions,
Plumbago Mines in Ceylon.
,
ttiere he gw;""
"There he
Ceylon's nw?t Important mineral
The bug wan praying taps on lit
product, plumbago, is known nil' over
membra no tympanP. I pieced' the Boyl
world for Its luster, lubricating,
before a wljwiow and wftfc a eoncisiv the
nnd binding qualities. In appolishing
nilrror threw- a hrfirM Heft thronsrh pearance it is a strong black crystalthe ear snerfrnnv The brrg saw fhvlf line. There are now about 1,000 plumlight nnd
forward, cmwUng our-t- bago mines in Ceylon.
the edge of the srurtrnni, anrf' V

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at the Christian Church.
Your presence is necessary,

for

But people show a preference for
d
only
of the whole the pork
chops, fancy bacon, and choice cuts
from juicy hams.
This means that when we are selling Premium bacon at 43'2 per pound
wholesale and Premium hams at 30,
there are other parts for which we get-alow as 6 or 8 per pound. The
net result is an average profit to us of
less than 1 a pound.
The choice cuts are higher because
of a demand for them.
Another thing: Only 35 pounds of the
entire hog or about l6th is usually
marketed at once. The rest must be
pickled, cured, or smoked. This takes
months, and adds to the costs which
'
must be met.

g

N

all visitors.

the

'
Sugar From the Garetea.
v
GarnVuera who canuot raise sugar
ra ire uiity te Interested In the' follow
tug description, which appears la
Chamber' Jotirnnl, of the process of
extracting sugar from beets. The- ama-temust exercise great care in
the root that the tender skin
be wot broken. The first operation 1
to remove R dirt by washing. Sifter
which tlie beets wre boiled In water
Ontil tlie ski peels off easily. T!ta?j
are next cut lata- tttla slices, plane
In a ps
JusJ wver! with watwr.
roughtr to' a bll' owe more and the
left to simmer for ten hours. The
pulp I put 1st a muslin ban
until ail the Juice Is e
ad sque-wetraded'.- The' Jiiíri' Is "tolled down t
a tery thh-- sirup tlWt makes a good!
Buftstltute for commercial sugar. Ar
thesirup wtlli not Iwepfor more than afew weeks. It Is advisable to make-only a smwll' auppiy at a time. The'
roots; however, eaa 'b stored for a
long period without deteriorating if'
they are kept dry and free from frost.-

y

Meets at the Christian Chureh,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday evening at 745 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to

live hogs, we are really paying more
than 21 a pound for the meat which
we will get from these animals, even
after taking into account the value of

Tase-shape- d

two
On a southern plantation were
wesiey,
ana
Berry
malí negro boys,
who did the milking. Wesiey wus alpromptly.
but Berry was lazy and
the
do
Wesley
ways tried to make
the
We will sell you a Ghevrolet, Iñl
work. Ono evening the lady of
and
kitchen
the
to
out
went
cash, nnd the balance
house
one-thir- d
the
'
fluid: merry, have yon brought
See us for terms.
t in 10 months.
milk in?" ""ías'ra, I fotched it In, dldn

Daily Thousht
!')"'
mA

pounds) is meat and lard.
So, when we pay 15 a pound

President,

HOMER IlOLMErf,
Sec'y.

'

Of this, only 70 per cent (154

Elm Handsome and Historic
There Is no tree In the United
Plates probably which Is more popu-Ij- r
than the elm, and there la good
reason for this, for It Is extremely
graceful and beautiful, says the American Forestry association of Washington. There are many historic elm;
too. It was under an elm, for Instance, a? every school boy will recall, that Washington took command
of the American array at Cambridge.
Few trees In the United States have a
wider distribution than the elm. One
striking form of the rha ha a
top.

P. S. C. E.

Jeannette lusk,

Here are reasons why the fine;
fresh pork tenderloins and pork
chops, or savory ham, or crinkly
bacon, which you enjoy for breakfast; cost much more per pound
than the market quotation on live
hogs which you read in the
newspaper:
An average hog weighs 220
pounds.

k

'

m

1

Price or
Pork Chops and Bacon

1

'

i'

1 lie

if oi,e could not afford to own such a
for manuscript collectors,
be highly Interesting to anybody
familiar with the novel. There are
seven. pases of notes on the hlstorv
and manners of the period, including
n i.'inindiT or Queen Carolines ban
spelling, a description of King George's
manners, notos about stage coaches,
Indians, colonial warfare, and various
other points that the author felt It
would be well to remember as his story
developed. Here nnd there he made
a
sketch by the way, ranging fror.i n portrait, of the duke, of
Cmi berhind to a sailor In the costume
of 1TC1 and two rilen In wigs nnd enpes.
valclung a horse race. Some of the
material in the notebook was evidently
discarded by the author In writing the
novel.

P. & O. Fariri For Sale:
'J Implements iresn airing,,

El. ish Muy Dances.
of tho maypole still lingers
love
The
In the affect Urns f the children of
fcnglami, nnd In villages many of. tho
old May dances have been revived, and
the gray playgrounds of the cities'
Schools ofUlmes glow with unwonted
as
on May morning,
girls with spring
the present-dafrock nnd beribboned maypoles still
King the songs anil dance the steps
which made merry the day through
the long centuries.

Y.

Thackeray's Notebook.
Tnrnmg the pages of Thackeray's
notebook for "The Virginians," even

Subscripting $1.50 Per Year

Entered as

proceed-

ings, exclaimed: 'A dollar; well, that's
gall. You never took out that bug;
he walked out hlsself." Journal of the
American Medical Association.

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.

ooatortice in Roy, New Mexico

Church Directory

Cod

attentively watching the

be.cn

AMERICAN RED CROSS

t

SPANISH-AMERICA-

,

m

and other articles
TERMS OF SALE
12 months time without interest if
paid when due. If not paid wken due
to draw 12 per cent interest from date
until paid. Purchaser giving bankable note or approved security; $10 and
under casftj 10 per cent discount on
sums over $10. No property to be re.
moved uaUI settled for.

T. E. Sansbury &

Sons,

Owners

COL F. O. WHITE. Auct, Roy. N. M.
Lunch at Noon.

For Sale- ;-

Full-bloo- d

Rooster,

B-P--

S--

R

Miss

I. C DODGE,

ETTA. HORNBAKER.

If you have wheat for sale see
Joh

H.Moore & Co. Roy N.M.

Dumping of tin cans and rubbish
from town on the highway adjoining
Unvvieo Business Men.
my farm I strictly forbid and will
Thoro be those who are ready to ptrclsh any person caught doing it.
A. PATRICKS, Roy N. M.
rush Into greiit ventures on suspicion,
as It were, not having made a careful
and exhaustive survey of (he situation,
Send us your next cream shipor having counted the cost.
ment, 75c. and express paid.

Bring your own Drinking Cups.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

ROY

NEW MEXICO

office.

Dressmaking
Plain Sewing
Mrs.

Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

Trinidad Creamery Company.

New Cafe
Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
Clean Rooms for rent
We solict your patronage

New Barber Shop
ILB. BOHANON, Prop'r.
Shop in connection

with the

Roy Cafe.
Prompt and efficient service
Your Patronage Solicited.
Great-Wester- n

Block, ROY 5

THE 8PANI8H.AMERICAN.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
Public Land Sale

Department óf the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
November 25, 1919
Notice is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of Leandro Vigil of Buey-eroN. M., Serial No. 020344, we will
offer at public sale, to the highest bidder, but at not less than $2.00 per
acre, at 10 o'clock a. m., on the 11th
day of February, 1920, next, at this
office, the following tract of land:
W
NEVÍ, Sec. 8, Twp. 20N., Rn?.
31E., N. M. PI M
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the high- est bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the amount
.

thereof.
Any persona claiming adversely the
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
d

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
FOR SALE

THREE COMING
MULES. Inquire at the
ROY TRADING CO.

.Store.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
In the District Court Thereof, Fourth
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Judicial District
November 8, 1919.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
Notice is hereby given that Leandro
)S3.
Archuleta, of Roy, Mora Co., New
County of Mora
)
Mexico, who, on October, 25, 1916,
Regular April Term A. D. 1920, made Homestead Entry, No. 023308,
Sec. 34, and
Floersneim Mercantile Co. a Corpora- for
Section 35, Township 19 N., Range
tion,
25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Pla'ntiff
notice of intention to make Final
VS
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Henry C, Allen
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
JDefertdant
The said defendant Henry C. Allen, is at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
the 18th day of December, 1919.
hereby notified that suit in Attachment
Claimant names as witnesses:
has buen commenced against You in
Scferino Lopez, Zacaries Ebel, Julthe District Court of Mora, State of ian Sandoval, Berigido Garcia, all of
New Mexico, by said Floersheim Mer- Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
cantile Company, a Corporation, for
Register.
the recovery of tha sum of $107,31 for
goods, wares and mesluddise, sold to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
said defendant at his special request,
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
That unless You enter,
or cause
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
to be entered an appearance in said
November 8, 1919. '
on
or
the
day
suit
24tn
before
of Jan
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
A. D. 1920. decree PRO CONFESSO B. Baca, of Mosquero, N. M., who, on
therein will be rendered against you. April 12th, 1918, made Homesfclead
Application, No. 023191. for Lots 4,
FABIAN CHAVES,
6, 7, NWÍ4 SE, Section 12, Town(Seal)
Clerk of Said Court. ship 17 N, Range 28 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
J. B. LUSK, Attorney for Plaintiff, to make 3 Year Proof,
to establish
Roy, New Mex. claim to the land above described,
13
Jack P. Milk- -, U. S. Com'r., at
Salano, N. M., on the 17th day of
NOTICE OF CLOSING OF
December, 1919.
ADMINISTRATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
Santiago Martinez of Mosquero,
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE
. Méx.,
Alfredo Gallegos, of Mos
PRESENTS; that on Monday the 5th quero, N. Méx., Cruz A. Baca, of Mosday of January A. D. 1920 this being quero, N. Méx., Sebastian Salaz, of
the regular term of the Probate Court Mosquero, N. Mex.
in, and for the County of Mora, State
PAZ VALVERDE,
of New Mexico; the administrators
Register.
f the Estate of J. H. Swope, deceased
have filed there application to close
the administration, on the date above
To Qa B'.ufr.B.
given.
Tío everal thicknesses of cotton
Any person or persons having any ftrer the mouth if a bluing bottle If
objection to the closing of the said ad- you would hove the bluing flow smooth'
ministration; will appear on the date ly and without de.-- k particles.
above mentioned and in open Court
show reasons why the said administraNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tion must not be closed and the bondsmen discharged from any further re- Department of the Interior U. S. Lfcnd
sponsibility.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
November 8, 1919.
Clerk of the Probate Court.
Notice is hereby given that David
LUIS PACHECO, Deputy.
Ballard, of Albert, Union Co., New
4,

s,

above-describe-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

I

be-o- re

Magpie Superstitions.
The magpie Ims u lot of stories connected with his career. What I it
going to tell you seems like noiisensi
but it Is r straight fact. The "mag"
of magpie was originally Margtierltr
or Margaret, simmering down Into t
nickname, just as a lot of human
Margareis ore affectionately called
"Mag" by their friends. Of the magpli
It is said that to see one Is o sign oi
bad luck, two good luck, three death,
four a wedding. Exchange.
t
FARM, 8 miles from Roy
good community, every foot tillable, 2
good wells, buildings and 5 miles of
good fence; 115 acres under cultivation
'School, Rural Telephone, R. F. D. The
finest of wheat land, good grass, no
oil lease on it. : For sale at a bargain
price. '..Apply to
JOHN F. ARNETT,
Roy, New Mexico
E

,

SENW,

Odd-date-

M.

Office.

FRANCISCO

Col. F. C. White,
Roy, N. M.

DELGADO,

Register.

5t

mc
Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

Experienced
Farm Sales a specialty,
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desir"
take
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and .
'
paper.
acknowledgements on sale
and help you secure moiiey to meet your obligations. My aim ia to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies
See me and get my terus and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
office.
n
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
Spanish-Americn-

,

3SC

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Drug Store
M. D.

GIBBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
Ice Cream Parlor

;

Soda Fountain,
All Popular Drinks
KODAKS

AND

"C" of
Nov. 21, 191!
Notice is hereby given that, as directec
by the Commissioner of .the Genera
Land office, under provisions of Sec.
2455, R. S. pursuant to the application
of William S. Arnold, of Solano, N.M.
Serial No. 026443, will offer
at public, sale, to the highest bidder,
but at not less than $1,25 per acre, at
10 o'clock A. M., on the loth day oi
Jan. 1920 next, atthjsoflice, the follow-intract of land; SWÍ-NEWJ SEj
9, T18N.R20E., NMFM
(This tract is ordered into the market on a Bhowin;,' that the greater portion thereof is mountainous or too
rough for cultivation.)
g

J;

c.

The sale will not le kept open, but
will be declared closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the ammount

,

Any persons claiming adversely the
above- - pescribed land are advised to
file theirclaims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
11-2- 9

12 27

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

'

FRANCISCO

DELGADO,

Defendant.
The said defendant, Albert I. Day is
hereby notified that a suit in assumpse
has been commenced against said deNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
fendant in the District Court for tho
'
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land County of Mora.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
State of New Mexico )
November 5, 1919.
by said W. W. Day and that his propNotice is hereby given that Charley
erty
in the county of Mora has been atB. Hargrave, of Kephart, Union Co.,
New Mexico, who, on August 29th, tached to secure the payment of
1916, made Homestead Entry, No. the amour.t owing.
That unless he
022909, for NEÍ4; and E-enter or
Section 33, Township 22 N., Range 29 E., cause to be entered his appearance in
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of said suit on or before the 10th day
of
intention to make Final Three Year Nov, A. D. 1919 decree PRO CONProof, to establish claim to the land FESSO therein will be
rendered
above described, before F, H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at against you,
Fabian Chavez
Roy, New Mexico, on the 15th day
of December, 1919:
Clerk
Claimant names as witnesses:
By Luis Pacheco
A. T. Carter, F. C. Mooer, E. L.
Deputy,
Frazier, William Heath, all of Kephart, New Mexico.
C.W.G. Ward,
PAZ VALVERDE,
E. Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Register.

5t

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

ISOLATED TRACT '
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior U. S. Land

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

Office at Clayton New Mexico
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
"C" of
Nov. 3,1919.
November 25, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that) Pedro Notice is hereby given that, as directFree Baths,
Maestas, of Mosquero, Union Co., New ed by the Commissioner of the General Steam Heated,
Mexico, who, on December 7th, 1916, Land office, under provisions of Sec.
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
made Homestead Entry, No. 023472, 2455 R. S., pursuant to the
application
A quiet, homelike Hotel
for SE Section 31, Township 18 N., of George H. Ray, of
M.
Roy,
N.
29
Meridian,
one block from the
has
Range
E., N. M. P.
Serial No. 026847. we will offer at
filed notice of intention to make Final
Depot in thej
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim public sale, to the highest bidder, but
Main Business District
to the land above described, before F. at not less than $1.75 per acre, at 10
tí. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his o'clock A. M. on the 7th day of Janu'
Tourists and Land-Seekeoffice at Roy, New Mexico, on the 7th ary, 1919 next at this office, the folday of January, 1920.
Will
lowing tract of land; SEJ-SE- J
find this the right place.
Sec 33
Claimant names as witnesses:
T. 20 N.
R. 25 E, NMPM.
Hipilito Montoya, Andres Pacheco,
The sale will not be kept open, but
Tuan Luis Baca, Sylverio Mastas, all
will be declared closed when those
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
Mexico, who, on December 17th, 1917,
present at the hour named have ceased
PAZ VALVERDE,
made Homestead Entry, No. 023435,
Register. bidding. The person making the hlg-efor SW; Sec. 2, and NW; Section
bid will be required to immediately
11, Township 20 N., Range 29 E., N.
to the Receiver the amount there
pay
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
of.
intention to make Final Three Year
Any persons claiming adversely the
Proof, to establish claim to the land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Springer, will be in
above described land are advised to
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
above described, before F. H. Foster,
file their claims, or objections, on or
November 25, 1919.
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Notice is hereby given that Mariano before the time designated for sale.
Roy, New Mexico, on the 18th day of
A. Chavez Jr., of Albert, Union Co.,
Call early and let us examine
December, 1919.
PAZ VALVERDE
New Mexico, who, on December 2,
Claimant names as witnesses:
your teeth. NO CHARGE
12-- 6
Register
John Gallagher, of Bueyros, New 1916, made Homestead Entry, No.
FOR CONSULTATION.
20,
W
W
Sec.
023444,
SW1,
for
Mexico, Canuto Gonzales, of Bueyros,
Office at Kitchell Hotel
New Mexico, David M. Valdez, of NW, Section 29, Township 21 N.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Albert, New Mexico, J. C. Hoskins, of Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Rnv.i New Mexico.
t filed notice of intention to make Final
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE, v Three Year Proof, to establish claim Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Register. to the land above described, before
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
October 31, 1919.
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
November 5, 1919.
R.
Roy,
Strong,
of
1920.
who,
N.
Méx.,
on
January
the Seventh day of
Notice is hereby given that Ora
October 30, 1916, made Additional
Claimant names a witnesses:
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Jose F. Belorde, of Albert, New Homestead Entry, No.- 028084, for J. Bradley, of Mosquero, Union Co.,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
EM SEy4, New Mexico, who, on November 4th,
Geo. Gonzales, of Roy, New SE4 NEU, NWtt
Mexico,
November 8, 1919.
1916, made Homestead Entry, No.
Notice is hereby given that Simona Mexico, E. A. Chavez, of Albert, New Section 11, Township 18 N., Range 022354,
Sec.
for
24 Easi, N. M. P, Meridian, has filed
New
M,
Kephart,
D.
Valdez,
of
Mexico,
Mosquero,
N.
who,
of
Méx.,
Martinez,
32, T. 20 N. R. 28 E. NE; Section
intention
to
make
Three
notic
tí
Mexico.
on Sept. 6, 1916, made Homestead
year vVoof, to establish claim to the 5, Township 19 N., Range 28 E., N.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Application, Noo. 023011, for
Register. land :bove described, before F. H. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Section 1, Township 17 N., Range 25
Foster, United States Commissioner, intention to make Final Three Year,
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
at Roy, N. Méx., on the 17th day of Proof, to establish claim to the land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of intention to make 3 lear Proof,
above described, before F. H. Foster,
December, 1919.
to establish claim to the land above
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
names
Claimant
as
witnesses:
S.
S.
U.
Land
U.
Milb..,
Interior,'
of
the
P.
Department
Jack
described before,
Roy, New Mexico, on the 16th day
Webb
N.
Ray,
Kidd,
Geo.
Oscar
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Com'r., at Solano, N. M.ex., on the
Kidd, A. I. Burleson, all of Roy, New f December, 1919.
November 25, 1919.
17th day of December, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that John Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Heimann, of Roy, New MexiFRANCISCO
DELGADO,"
New
Co.,
N.
Roy,
Mosquero,
Mora
of
B.
H.
Mitchell,
Baca,'
of
Luciano
co, T. J. Heiman, of Roy, New MexiRegister.
Méx., Sebastian Saloz, of Mosquero, N. Mexico, who, on October 26th, 1916,
co, Sidney Reed, of Roy, New Mexico,
Méx., Andres laramillo, of Mosque- made Addl. Homestead Entry, No.
W. R. Bradley, of Mosquero, New
SWV,
ro, N. Méx., Cruz A. Baca, of Mos 023321, for SEVÍ NW'i, E
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mexico.
Range
27
21
N.,
Section 13, Township
quero.
PAZ VALVERDE,
E., N. M. P., Meridian has filed notice Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Register. of intention to make Final Three i ear
to
the
land
claim
to
establish
Proof
November 25, 1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
above described, before F.H.Foster.U.S
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Commissioner,
at his office at Koy, Aragón, of Bueyeros, New Mexico, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
New Mexico, on the Eighth day of who, on October, 10, 1916, made HomeOffice at Clayton, New Mexico
Department oí the Interior U. S. Land January, 1920.
stead Entry No. 020830, for SWU
November 5, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
,S
SWU ; Sec. 14, NWVi
Notice is hereby siven that William
Hugh Mitchell, D. P. Moore, Ben. NWy4; Section 23, EH NE4, EM, A. Rockwell,, of Gallegos, N. M., who,
November 8, 1919.
Notice is 'hereby given that Ralph Stewart, George Jackson, all of Roy, SEÍ4; Sec. 22, Township 21 N. of on March 15, 191" made Homestead
Humble, of Gallegos, N. M., who, on New Mexico.
Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has Entry, No. 021782 "or SW
of Sec.
PAZ VALVERDE,
June 5, 1916, made Homestead Entry,
filed notice of intention to make Three 24 and NWÍ4 of F tion 25, Townshi
Register. Year Final Proof, li establish ciaim 17 N., Range 31 E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
Section 25,
No. 022218, for-thTownship 17 N Range 31 E., N. M.
to the land above denbed. befwa has filed notice o.' intention to make
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inRegister and Receiver U. S. Land Of- Final Three Year Proof, to establish
tention to make Final Three Year
fice at Clayton, New Mexico, on the claim to the land above described, beProof, to establish claim to the land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land ninth day of January, 1920.
fore A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
Claimant names as witnesses:
his office at Mosquero, N. M., on tha
at
November 25, 1919.
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Alejandro Garcia, of Miera, New 15th day of December, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Ray Mexico, Bonifacio Cruz, of Miera, New
Mosquero, N. M., on the 16th day of
Claimant names as witnesses:
R. Leach, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, Julian Aragón, of Miera, New
December, 1919.
J. B. Anderson, of Gallegos, N. M.,
191
22nd,
(,
Mexico, who, on March
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mexico, Manuel Encimas, of Miera, Yadie McGaha, of Gallegos, N. M.
Silas H. Anderson, of Gallegos, N made Homestead Entry, No. 019659, New Mexico.
J. H. Anderson, of Gallegos, N. M.,
M., W. A. Rockwell, of Gallegos, N. M., for EM NW, SWV NWV, Sec. 3,
S. H. Anderson, of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
NE
SWV.
S
S
M.,
N.
Gallegos,
NW,
Lee Kiersey, of
NE,
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,
25
Range
19
N.,
Section 4, Township
Helen J. Keiser, of Gallegos, N. M.
Register.
E., N. M. P.. Meridianhas filed notice
PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register. of intention to make Final Three Year
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department ef the Interior, U. S. Laml
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
November 25, 1919.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land Roy, New Mexico, on the Sixth day of
Notice is hereby given that Till E.
Luciana
given
is
hereby
Notice
January, 1920.
that
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Bradley, of Mosquero, Union Co., New
Martinez, wife and heir of, Francisco Mexico, who, on June 21th, 1916, made
Claimant names a witnesses:
November 8, 1919.
J. H. Sansbury, Frank Aldies, G. P. Martinez, deceased, of Roy, Mora Homestead Entrv. No. 022351, for
Notice is hereby given that John
M. Kincanon, of Rosebud, N. M- - who, G. Leach, A. J. Baker, all of Roy, New Co., New Mexico, who, on October N
SW. NV&SEV. SSWÍ4. and
26th, 1916, made Homestead Entry
on March 3, 1916, made Homestead Mexico.
Section 33, Township 20 N.,
No. 023322, for N
NEÍ4, SE NE
PAZ VALVERDE,
of SEM,
Entry, No. 021778, for E
Range 28 E N. M. P. Meridian, ha
Register. Sec. 5, and SW
SWtt, Section 4 filed notice of intention to make Final
Sec. 4, SW1 and W
of SEtt, SecTownship 17 N., Range 25 E., N. M. Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
tion 3, Township 17 N., Range 31 E.,
P. Meridian, has filed notice Of inten- to the land above described, before P.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
tion to make Final Three Year Proof, IL Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land to establish claim to the land above his office at Roy. New Mexico, on th
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. 16th day of December, 1919.
above described before A. A. Wynna, . Office at Santa Fe. New Mexico
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
November 25, 1919.
U. S. Commissioner at his office at
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that William New Mexico, on the 6th day of JanuMosquero, N. M., on the 16th day of
Frank Heimann. of Roy. New Mexico
L. Kelly, of Solano, Mora Co., New ary, 1920.
December, 1919
T. 3i Heimann, of Roy, New Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
James I. Malone, of Rosebud, N. M., México, who, on December 11th, 1916,
Sidney Reed, of Roy, New Mexico,
J. L. Smith, Leandro Archuleta, W. R. Bradley, of Mosquero, New MexJoha A. Bell, of Royfcbud. N. M.. made Addl. Homestead Entry, No
Charles Pryor, of Rosebud, N. M., 028803, for NEV NEV, Sec. 14, NWi Reyomundo Arguello, Seferino Garcia, ico.
j
Ollie Kushner, of Rosebud, N. M.
jSWV. WH NWU, Section 13, Tovn-PA- Z all of Roy, New Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE,
M.
N.
P.
PAZ VALVERDE,
VALVERDE,
ship 18 N, Range 24 E.,
Register.
Register.
.
- Register. Meridian, hafl filed notice of intention
,s

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

EASTMAN

Ices

and

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

rs

DENTIST

5t

st

H. S. Murdoch
D. D. S. of

Roy Dec. 8 to 14,

SE,

1,

W,

5t

'

o
f
i..

SE;

e

S,

5t

5t

5t

SH-SE-

1,

5t

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
' OKEH RECORDS

NeWS
A

Stand,

COMPLETE

LINE

daily.
OF

PAPERS

MAGAZINES

JQQl Articles.

I

Cigars and Tobacco

'

Attorney for Plaintiff.

5t

I have purchased a Husking, Shredding .and Shelling machine and will
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
be ready to do custom' work about
December 15th. See me if you have
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
C. W. NEWMAN,
orn to handle.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Solano, N. M.
November 21, 1919.
SUBSCRIPTIONS.-Lowest
MAGAZINE
Notice is hereby given that Piedad
Club Rates on Magazines and
Newspapers. Make a Xmas present Medina. of Wagon Mound, N. M., who,
of a good Magazine for a year and on 24th day of August, 1916, made
Additional Homestead Entry, No.
do your shopping early.
027614, for
SWV NEH
R. S. WOOD,
and lot 3, Sec. 30, Twp 21
Roy, N. M. NEW, SW
N., Rng. 24E., of N. M. Principal MeHaving moved to Roy and being ridian, has filed notice of intention
esmore centrally located so that ex- to make Three Year Proof, to depenses are not so great as when on the tablish claim to the land above
farm, I have decided to cut my com- scribed, before U. S. Commissioner,
missions on crying sales to meet all at Wagon Mound, Mora Co., N. M.,
on the 8th day of January, 1920.
competition.
Claimant names as witnesses:
sales
at
will
cry
present
I
For the
Guadalupe Esquibel, of Wagon
2 per cent within reasonable minimun
charges. ,My success in the past is Mound, N. M., Eliseo G. Esquibel,
the only recommendation I offer for of Wagon Mound, N. M Laureano
satisfaction in the future. See 'me Bernal, of Wagon Mound, N. M.,
s
at the Leandro Valdez, of Wagon Mound, N.
for dates or make
S--

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior, U. S. hum
, Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

thereof.

maVf Thrift Year Prnnf tn s.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ablish to the land above described,
In tho District Court,
efore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission-r- ,
at Rojr, Mora Co., New Mexico, State of New Mexico
)
n the 15th day of January, 1920.
) S3.
Claimant names as witnesses:
County of Mora
)
Allen Burleson, of Roy, New Mexi-o- ,
W. W. Day
Oscar Kidd, of Roy, New Mexico, No. 2648
Nvhb Kidd, of Roy, New Mexico, Wal-e- r
"Tr.
Ross, of Solano, New Mexico.
Altert I. Day
O

5t

5t

.

THE
thought the one believes In protection of American Industries, the other
believes in tariff for reven uo only
must bo subordinated to tUu single
consideration of the public Interest In
the light of utterly changed conditions.
Beforo the war America was heavily
the debtor of the "rest of the world,
and the Interest payments she had to
MAKES MANY IMPORTANT
RECmake to foreign countries on AmeriOMMENDATIONS TO
can securities held abroad, the expenditures of the American travelers
CONGRESS.
abroad and the ocean freight charges
she had to pay to others, about balr
favoranced the value of her
WILSON WARNS REDS able halunce of trade. During the
war America's exports have been
greatly stimulated, and Increased
prices have Increased their value.
FINANCIAL
BE
SYSTEM
MUST
On the other hand, she has purchased a large proportion of the AmerCHANGED, SAYS THE
ican securities previously held uhroud,
PRESIDENT.
has loaned some ?0,MO,OUO10OO to foreign governments, and has built her
own ships. Our favorable balance of
NVwpnpr
Cnlno
Service
fltw
iin
trade has thus been greatly Increased
The President's IlleSSIlgO tO CoIlgl'OSS and Europe has been deprived of the
Tuesday follows :
means of meeting It heretofore exist-big- .
To the Senate and House of

WILSON MESSAGE

READtO CONGRESS

pre-wa-

Kepre-sciitutiv-

:

sincerely regret that I cannot be
present at I In' opening of tills session
I am thus prevented
ol' the Congress,
from presenting In as direct n way aw
I could
vlsli the many questions that
nre pressing for solution at this time.
Happily, I have had the advantage of
Hie advice of the heads of the several
executive departments who have kept
in close touch with affairs In their
whose thoughtful reconimend-n'llon- s
I earnestly second.
In the matter of the railroads anil
lite readjustment of their affairs Browing out of federal control, I shall take
the liberty at u later day of addressI

To Develop Market.

Europe can have only three ways of
meeting the favorable balance of trade
In peace times: l'.y imports into this
country of gold or of goods, or by
establishing new credits. Kurope is
in no position at the present time to
ship gold to us nor could we contemplate large further Imports of gold into
tills country without concern.
The tunc has nearly passed for International government loans and tt
will take lime lo develop in tills country a market for foreign securities.
Anything, therefore, which would tend
to prevent foreign countries from settling for our exports by shipments of
ing you.
goods into til's country could only
have the effect of preventing llietn
Urges National Budget.
for our exports and
I hope that Congress will bring to a from paying
conclusion at. this session legislation therefore of preventing the exports
looking to the establishment of a bud- from being made.
The productivity of the country,
get system. That there should be one
singel authority responsible for the greatly stimulated by the war, must
making of all appropriations and that find an outlet by exorts to foreign
impropriations should be made not In- countries and any measures taken to
dependently of each other, but with prevent imports will Inevitably curtail
exports, force curtailment of producreference to one single comprehensive
tion, load Hie banking machinery of
related
plan of expenditure properly
the country with credits to carry unP the nation's Income, there can be no
sold products and produce industrial
preparburilen
of
believe
I
the
doubt.
stagnation and unemployment.
If we
ing tin budget must, in the nature of
to sell, we must be prepared to
want
the ca.e. If the work Is to be properly buy.
done and responsibility concentrated
in World.
instead of divided, rest upon the execu-uliv- America Greatest Capitalist
Whatever, therefore, may have been
during the period of growth
The budget so prepared should be our views
concerning tarAmerican
submitted to and approved or amend- of legislation, business
we must now adjust
iff
ed by a single committee of each house
our own economic life to a changed
of Congress ami no single impropria- condition growing out of the fact that
tion ehould be made by the Congress, American
business is full grown and
except such as may have been includAmerica
is the greatest capitalist
that
exby
the
ed in the budgst prepared
in
world.
the
ecutive of added by the particular comNo policy of isolation will satisfy
mittee of Congress charged with the the growing needs and opportunities
budget legislation.
of America. The provincial standards
Permanent Tenure of Office.
and policies of the past, which have
Another and not less Important held American business as if in a
wpect of the problem Is the ascertain- straightjacket, must yield and give
ment of the economy and efficiency way to the needs and exigencies of
with which the moneys appropriated the new day in which we live, a day
Under existing law full of hope and promise for Ameriexpended.
in
the only audit is for the purpose of can business, if we will but take adwhether expenditures vantage of the opportunities that are
ascertaining
have iM'eu lawfully made within the ours for the asking.
The recent war has ended our isoappropriations. No one Is authorized
or equipped to ascertain whether the lation and thrown upoii us a great
money has been spent wisely, econom- duty and responsibility. The United
ically und effectively.
States must share the expanding world
The auditors should be highly market. The United States desires
trained officials with ermiinent ten- for itself only equal opportunity with
ure in the Treasury Department, free the other nations of the world, and
of obligations to or motives of consid- the process of frlendlq co operation
eration for this or any subsequent ad- and foreign competition so the legitministration and authorized and em- imate Interests of all nations concerned
powered to examine Into and make re- may be successfully and equitably adport upon the methods employed and justed.
Hie results obtained' by the executive
Must Give Relief to Returned vanKS.
departments of the government. Their
There are other matters of importreports should be made to the Con- ance upon which I urged action at the
gress and to the secretary of the Inst session of Congress which are stlli
treasury.
pressing for solution. I am sure it Is
I trust Hint the Congress will give not necessary for me again to remind
lis Immediate consideration to the yon that then! is one immediate and
problem of future taxation. Simpli- very practicable question
resulting
fication of the income and profits from the war which we should meet
taxes h is become an immediate neces- In the most liberal spirit. It is a mutsity. These' taxes performed Indispen- ter of recognition and relief to our solsable service during the war. They diers. I can do no better than to quote
,
be simplified, not only from my lust message urging this very
must,
lo save the taxpayer inconvenience action :
mid expense, but in order that his lia"We must see to it that our returnbility may he made certain and defi- ing soldiers are assisted in every pracnite.
ticable way to find the places for
Questions of Tax in Peace Time.
which they are fitted In the dally work
With reference to the details of the of the country. This can be done by
levenue law, the secretary of the developing and maintaining upon an
treasury and the commissioner of In- adequate scale the admirable organizaternal revenue will lay before you for tion created by the Department of Layour consideration certain amend- bor for placing men seeking work ; and
ments necessary or desirable in con- It can also be done. In at least one
nection with the administration of the very great field, by creating new
recommendations which have my opportunities for Individual enterprise.
l:UV
approval and support.
Urges Support for Secretary's Plans.
tt is of the utmost importance that "The secretary of the interior has
in dealing with this matter the pres- pointed out the way In which returnent law should not be disturbed so ing soldiers may be helped to fund
far as regards taxes for the calendar and take up land In the hitherto unpayable In the calendar developed regions of the country which
vear lif-'year 1921.
the federal government nlrendy has
The Congress might well consider prepared or can readily prepare for
whether the higher rates of Income cultivation and also on many of the
nod profits taxes can In peace times cutover'or neglected areas which lie
be effectively productive of revenue within the limits of the older states;
and whether they may not, on the con and I once more take the liberty of
trary, be destructive of business In- recommending very urgently that; his
ilvlty ami productive of waste and
plans shall receive tte Immediate and
efficiency.
substantial support of Congress."
peace
in
which
at
point
There is a
In the matter of tariff legislation, 1
protimes high rates of Income and
beg
to call your attention to the statefit taxes discourage energy, remove ments contained in my last message
enenterprise,
new
Hie incentive 'to
legislation with reference to
courage extravagant expenditures and urging
of the chemical and
establishment
the
produce industrlat stagnation with
Industry In America:
consequent unemployment and other dyestuffs
Dependence Interrupted Trade.
attendant evils.
"Among the industries to which spePosition.
America
cial consideration should be given is
The problem Is not an easy one. A
that of the manufacture of dyestuffs
place
taken
has
change
ttuidamental
related chemicals. Our entire deand
Amerof
with reference to the position
upon German supplies before
pendence
d
preju-iienica in the world's affairs. The
the interruption or tráete
made
war
the
by
dec
engendered
oassious
'
a cause for exceptional economic distwo
between
controversy
ades of
close relation between
-- choois
of political and economic turbance. The
de-an-

liott-ever-

O,
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manufacture of dyestuff, on the
one hand, and of explosives and poisonous gases, on thejnther, moreover,
has given the industry an exceptional
significance and value.
"Although the United States" will
gladly and unhesitatingly join Jn the
Che

program of International disarmament,
it will, nevertheless, be a policy of obvious prudence to make certain of the
maintenance of many strong and
chemical plants. The OermuD
chemical Industry, with which we will
he brought Into competition, was, and
may well be again, a thoroughly knit
monopoly capable of exercising a competition of a peculiarly insidious aud
dangerous kind."
,
During the war ' the fanner performed a vital and willing service to
the nation. By materially Increasing
the production of his land he supplied
America and the allies with the Increased amounts of food necwv to
keep their Immense armies In the field.
He indispensably helped to win the
war. Hut there Is now scarcely less
needs of Increasing the production in
food and the necessaries of Ufe. I ask
the Congress to consider means of encouraging effort along these lines. t
Gives Boost for Better Roads.
Ti' Mee! of doing everything possible to promote production along economical lines, to Improve marketing
and to make rural life more attractive
and heulthful, is obvious. I would urge
approval of the plans already proposed
to the Congress by the secretary of agriculture, to secure the essential facts
required for tiie study of tills quesenlarged
tion, through the proposed
programs for farm management studies and crop and estimates.
I would urge, also, the continuance
of federal participation in the bulldin;
of good roads, under the terms of
law and under the direction of
present agencies; the need of further
action on the part of slates and
government to preserve and
develop our forest reservolrc and supply through the practice of better
forestry methods on private holdings
and the extension of the publicly
support for
owned forests; bciííi-country schools nn the more definite
direction of their courses of study
along the lines related to rural problems; and fuller provision for sanil.i-tioIn rural districts and the build
ing up of needed hospital and medic:'.!
facilities in these localities.
Political Restlessness.
Perhaps the way might be cleared
for many of these desirable reforms by
n fresh, comprehensive survey made of
rural conditions by a conference composed of representatives of the fanners and of the agricultural agencies responsible" for leadership.
I would call your utioiit'on to tuo
widespread condition of political restThe
lessness In our body'' politic.
causes of this unrest, while vurio'j.i
and complicated, are superficial rulhel
than deep seated. Broadly, they arise
from or are connected, with the failure on the part of our government to
arrive speedily at a just and permanent peace permitting return to norma!
conditions, from the transfusión of radical theories from, seething Kuropeun
centers pending such delay, from heartless profiteering resulting in the
In the cost of living, and, lastly,
from the machinations of passionate
and malevolent agitators.
With the return to normal conditions, this unrest will rapidly disappear. In the meantime It does nvte't
evil.
It seems to me that In dealing
Cngre-tshould nut
with this sltua.-'obe Impatient or drastic, but should
the causes.
seek rathár to
Courts Should Deal With Radicals.
It should endeavor to bring our
country back speedily to a peace biisi
with ameliorated living conditions aider the minimum of restrictions upon

g

l

r

n

personal liberty that is consistent
with our reconstruction problems. Ami
It should nrm the federal gf.enii mil
to deal in Its ctri.hml
with pow-icourts with those persons vh by violent methods would abrogate the
r

time-teste- d

Institutions.
With the free expression of opinion
and with the advocacy of orderly political change, however fundamental,
there must be no Interference, but towards passion and malevolence tending to incite crime and Insurrection
under guise of political evolution there
should be no leniency. Legislation to
this end lias been recommended by the
and should be
attorney general
enacted.
In this t'lrect connection ( v:ild
call your attention to my recommendation on Aug. 8, pointing out leg'slathe
measures which would he effective hi
controlling and bringing down the
present cost of living, which contributes so largely to this unrest If ihe
effecgovernment's campaign Is to
tive. It Is necessary that the other
upon
steps suggested should be act-iat once.
Urges Extending Food Control Act.
I renew and strongly urge the necessity for the extension of the pres
ent food control act as to the period 'J
time In which It shall remain In operation. The attorney general has submitted a bill providing for an exten
siou of this act for a period of six
months. As it now stands it is limited
in operation to the period of the war
and becomes Inoperative upon the formal proclamation of pence. It is Imperative that it should be extended at
once. The Department of Justice has
built up extensive machinery for the
purpose of enforcing its provisions ; ail
of which must be abandoned upon th
conclusion of peace unless the provisions of this act are extend J.
During this period the Congress will
have an opportunity to make similar

permanent provisions and regulations
with regard to all goods destined for

Interstate commerce and to exclud-- mand for an immediate consideration
them from Interstate shipment, If the of the difficulties between capital and
requirements of the law are not com- labor, bids us put our own house In
order. Frankly, there can he no perpiled with.
Some such regulation is Imperative- manent and lasting settlements bely necessary. The abuses that have tween capital and labor which do not
grown up In the manipulation of prices recognize the fundamental concepts
hy the withholding of foodstuffs and for which labor has been struggling
other necessaries of life cannot other- through the years. The whole world
wise be effectively prevented. There gave its recognition and Indorsement
can be uo doubt of either the necessity to those fundamental purposes la the
League of Nations.
or the legitimacy of such measures.
The statesmen gathered at VerOvlc Associations Cn Play Big Part.
recognized the fact that world
sailles
my
message,
In
As I pointed out
lust
publicity can accomplish a great deal stability" could not be had by reverting
In this campaign.
The alms of the to Industrial standards and conditions
government must be clearly brought to against which the average workman
therethe attention of the consuming public, of the world had revolted. It is,
of this
civic organizations and state officials, fore, the task of the statesmen
readjustment
who are in a position to lend their as- new day of change and
to recognize world conditions and to
sistance to our efforts.
through legislaYou have made available funds with seek to bring about
mean the endwill
tion
conditions
that
campaign,
carry
on this
which to
but
g
between
antagonisms
ing
of
there Is no provision in the law auhopethorizing their expenditure for the pur- capital and labor and that will combuilding up of a
to
fully
the
lead
Inpublic
fully
pose of making the
which will result not only In
formed about the efforts of the gov- radeship
among the mass
ernment. Specific recommendation has greater contentment bring
so
about a
workmen
of
but
In
been made by the attorney general
prosgreater
a
greater
production
and
this regard. I would strongly urge upperity to business Itself.
on you Its Immediate adoption, as it
constitutes one of the preliminary Workman's Right to Live Decently.
To analyze the particulars in tiie
steps to this campaign.
I also renew my recommendation demands of labor is to admit the justhat the Congress pass a law regulat- tice of their complaint in many mating cold storage as It is regulated, for ters that lie at their basis. The workexample, by the laws of the state of man deiiiands an adequate wage, sufNew Jersey, which limit the time dur- ficient to permit him to live in coming which goods may be kept In stor- fort, unhampered by the fear of povage, proscribe the method of disposing erty and want in his old age.
lie demands the right to live and
of them If kept beyond the permitted
period and require that goods released the right to work amidst sanitary surfrom storage shall in all case bear the roundings, both in home and In workshop, surroundings that develop and
date of their receipt.
do not retard his own health and well
Purchaser Would Know o Profits.
being; and the right to provide for
It would materially add to the serv- his children's wants in the matter of
iceability of the law for the purpose health and education. In other words,
we now have in view, if it were also it is his desire to make the conditions
prescribed that all goods released from of ills life and the lives of those 'dear
storage for Interstate shipment should to him tolerable and easy to bear.
The establishment of the principles
have plainly marked upon each package the soiling or market price at regarding labor laid down In the covwhich they went Into storage. By this enant of the league of Nations offers
means the purchaser would always be us the way to industrial peace and
No other road lies open
aide to learn what profits stood be- conciliation.
tween him and the producer or the to us. Not to pursue this one is longer
to invite enmities, bitterness and anwholesale dealers.
I
uld also renew iny recommenda- tagonisms which lu the end only lead
tion that all goods destined for Inter- to industrial and social disaster.
Unwilling Workman Unprofitable.
state commerce should in every case,
where their form or package makes it
The unwilling workman is not a
possible, be plainly marked with the profitable servant. An employé whose
price at which they left the hands oí industrial life is hedged about by hard
the producer.
and unjust conditions; which lie did
We should formulate a law requiring not create and over which he has no
a federal license of all corporations en- control, lacks that fine spirit of engaged in interstate commerce aud em- thusiasm and volunteer effort which
bodying in the license, or in the condi- are the necessary ingredients of a
Let us be
tions under which it is to be Issued, great producing entity.
specific regulations designed to secure frank about this solemn mutter.
unrest
competitive selling and prevent unconThe evidences of world-widscionable profits in the method of mar- which manifest themselves In violence
.
throughout the world bid us pause
keting.
Such a law would afford a welcome and consider the means to be found
opportunity to effect other much need- to stop the spread of this contagious
ed reforms in the business of inter- thing before It sups the very vitality
state shipment and In the methods of of the nation itself. Do we gain
corporations which are engaged in it; strength by withholding ,tlie remedy?
but for the moment I confine my rec- Is it not the business of statesmen to
ommendations to the object Immediate- treat these manifestations of unrest
ly In hand, which is to lower the cost which meet us on every hand as evidences of an increasing disorder aud
of living.
to apply constructive methods where-eve-r
Be
Must
Partners.
Capital and Labor
necessary, being sure that in the
No one who has observed the march application of ftie remedy we touch
of events in the last year can fail to not tiie vital Issues of our industrial
note the absolute need of a definite and economic life? There can be no
program to bring about an Improve- recession of the tide of unrest until
ment In the condition of labor. There constructive instrumentalities are set
can be no settled conditions leading up to stem that tide.
to increased production, and n reducLabor Not a Commodity.
tion in the cost of living If labor and
Governinents must recognize the
capital are to be antagonistic instead
Sound thinking and an right of men collectively to bargalu
of partners.
honest desire to serve the interests of for humane objects that have at their
welthe whole nation, as distinguished from base the mutual protection andindusengaged
all
in
those
of
fare
applied
be
must
a
class,
the interest of
Ijilxir must not be longer treatto thes olutlou of this great and press- tries.
ed as a commodity.
It must be reing problem.
,
garded
activity
as
of human
the
conto
The failure of other nations
deep yearnings
sider this matter in a vigorous way beings, possessed of
desires.
,
has produced bitterness und jealousies and
business man gives his best
The
radicalof
food
and antagonisms, the
thought to the repair and replenishism.
The only way to keep men from agi- ment of his machinery, so that its usetating against grievances is to remove fulness will not be Impaired and Its
the grievances. An unwillingness even power to produce may always be at
to discuss these matters produces only its height and kept In full vigor and
dissatisfaction and gives comfort to motion. No less regard ought to be
the extreme elements in our country paid to the human machine, which
which endeavor to stir up disturb- after all propels the machinery of the
ances In order to provoke governments world and Is the great dynamic force
to the solution of this great and press-an- that lies hack ofto all Industry and
the old standards
repression. The seed of revolution progress. Return
wage and Industry in employment
of
Is repression.
is unthinkable:
Give Workers Rights.
The terrible tragedy of war which
for those tilings must has Just ended and which has brought
V The remedy
not be negative in character. It must the world to the verge of chaos and
be constructive. It must comprehend disaster would be in vain if there
the general Interest. The real anti- should ensue a return to the condidote for the unrest which manifests tions of the past. Kurope .itself,
suppression but a deep whence has come the unrest which
itself Is
consideration of the wrongs that beset now holds the world at bay, Is an exour national life and the application ample of stand-patlsIn these vital
of a remedy.
human matters which America might
Congress has already shown Its well accept as an example, not to be
willingness to deal with these indus- followed, but studiously to be avoided.
trial wrongs by establishing the elght-iiou- r
U. S. Should Take Lead.
day as the standard In every
Europe made labor tiie differential,
field of labor. It has sought to find and the price of it all Is enmity and
a way to prevent child labor. It has antagonism nnd prostrated Industry.
served the whole country by lending The right of labor to live in peace and
the 'way In developing the means of comfort must be recognized by govpreserving and safeguarding lives and ernments and America should be the
health In dangerous Industries.
first to lny the foundation stones upon
It must now help in the' difficult which Industrial peace shall be built.
will
method
finding
a
that
of
tnsk
Labor not only is entitled to an adebring about a genuine democratiza- quate wage, but capital should receive
tion of Industry, based upon the full a reasonable return upon its Investrecognition of the right of those who ment and Is entitled to protection
at
work. In whatever rank, to participate the hands of the government in. every
in some organic way In every decision emergency. No government worthy of
which directly affects their welfare.
the name can "play" these elements
It is with this purpose In mind that against each other, for there Is a muWashI called a conference to meet In
tuality of Interest between them whicli
ington on Dec. 1, to consider these the government must seek to express
problems In all their broad aspects, and to safeguard at all cost.
with the Idea of bringing about a betThe right of Individuals to strike Is
ter understanding between these two inviolate and ought not to be InterInterests.
fered with by any process of governIndorses World League.
ment, but there Is a
rignt
The great unrest throughout the and that Is the right of the governworld, out of which has emerged a de ment to protect all of its people and
age-lon-

e

,
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it

to ussei'l lis power uuu uiujcsiy
against the challenge of any class. The
government, when It asserts that right,
seeks not to antagonize a class but
simply to defend the right of the
whole people as against the Irreparable barm and Injury that might be
done by the attempt by any class to
usurp a power that only goveniiueut
itself has a right to exercise as a protection to ail.
U. S. Must Solve Question Peaceably.
In the matter of international disputes which have led to war, statesmen have sought to set up as a remedy arbitration for war. Docs this
not point the way for the settlement
of Industrial disputes by the establishment of a tribunal, fair and Just alike
to all, which will settle industrial disputes which in the pust have led to

war and disaster?
America, witnessing the evil

conse-

quences which have followed out oí
such disputes between the contending
forces, must not admit. Itself Impotent
to deal with these matters by means
of peaceful processes. Surely, there
must be some method of bringing together In a council of peace and amity
these two great interests, out of which
will come a happier day of peace and
cooperation, a day that will make for
more comfort and happiness in living
and a more tolerable condition amdug
all classes of men.
Certainly human Intelligence can devise some acceptable tribunal for

the differences between capital und labor.
Hour of Test for America Is Here.
' This is the hour of test and trial
for America. By her prowess and
strength, and the Indomitable courage
of her soldiers, she demonstrated her
power to vindicate on foreign battlefields her conception of liberty and
justice. Let not her Influence as a'
mediator between capital and labor be
weakened and her own failure to settle tmitters of purely domestic concern be proclaimed to the world.
There are those In this country who
threaten direct action to force their
will , upon a majority.
Hussla today,
with Its blood and terror, is a painful
object lesson of the power of minorities. It makes little difference what
minority it is, whether capital or labor, or any other class, no sort of
privilege will be 'permitted to dominate tills country. We are a partnership or nothing that Is worth while.
We are a democracy, where the majority are the masters, or all the hopes
and purposes of the men who founded
this government have been defeated
and forgotten.
U. S. Will Not Stand Any Threats.
In America there Is but one way in
which great reforms can be accomplished and the relief sought by classes
obtained, und that Is through the orderly processes of representative government. Those who would propose
any other method of reform are enemies of tliis country. America will not
be daunted by threats nor lose her
composure or calmness in these distressing times.
We can afford in the midst of this
day of passion and unrest, to be
and sure. The Instrument of
all reform in America is the straight
road of justice to all classes and conditions of men. Men have but to follow
this "road to realize the full fruition of
their objects and purposes. Let those
beware who would take the shorter
road of disorder and revolution. The
right road is the road of justice aud
orderly process.

TASK

SET

FOR CONGRESS
Washington, Dec. 3. President Wilson In his message to Congress, recommended :
Establishment of a national budget
system.
Simplification of income and excess
profits taxes.
,
Legislation to secure employment
and land for service men.
Laws to encourage Increased crop
production.
Protection for America's new chemical and dyestuffs ludustry.
Federal aid in the building of good
roads.

Development of forest resources.
Enactment of Attorney General Palmer's legislation for dealing with the
reds.

Legislation to reduce the eost of living and extension of the Lever act
Laws to bring about democratization
of Industry. Including participation ot
workers in decisions affecting thch
welfare.
Establishment of the principles re--'
gardlng labor laid down by the League
of Nations.
Kansas Shipping Coal.
Pittsburg, Kan. Kansas has got a
toe hold in the coal mining business.
Toward stonn-swep- t
southwest Kansas, where the mercury Is hovering a
few degrees below zero, is speeding
the first car of coal mined by volunteer workers in the strip pits of the
Pittsburg field. It was billed out of
Pittsburg to the mayor of Coldwater,
Kan., and was expected to be followed
by other cars destined
for sections
where the coal famine is most acute.
Renewing Negotiations.

Washington. Negotiations for a
compromise ratification of the peace
treaty were renewed with the reassembling of Congress, but the general feeling of senators on both sides was that
It might be some weeks before the
movement reached the stage of formal
action.
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The Red Cross Christmas Seal ale will
take place all over the United States
from December 1 to 10, 1919.
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At Attthmt Star

Replacing Sugar With Cotton.
According to the South African Jour

nal oí Industries for July, 1919, the replacement of cane by cotton In parts
of Zululand Is being taken notice of
by the sugar Industry.
A number of planters declare that
they find cotton a more paying and u
more promising crop than sugar.
A great advantage In favor of cot
ton Is that a crop can be planted and
handled wltliln about six months and
does not Involve the heavy expenditure
for wagons, track and vehicles, such
as Is essential with cane.

C, C. Cross, a well known farmer of
Des Moines, N. M recently threshed
10,000 pounds of beans off thirteen and
f
acres, making an average
yield of ydrty-flvbushels to the acre.
Jose A. Herrara shot and seriously
wounded his divorced wife and then
shot and killed himself at La Madera,
a lumber camp In northern Ulo Arriba
county, New Mexico, according to word
received at Santa Fe. The woman will
recover.
The New Mexico state land office
has transferred to the stale treasurer
$72,854.01 as the November collections
this year. Out of this amount S&'LXil.NO
goes to the common school fund. The
receipts were not quite as large as In
November last year.
Ramon Gallegos of San Miguel coun
ty was appointed by Governor Lnrra-ol- o
a member of the board of regents
of the New Mexico Normal University
at Las Vegas. He succeeds W. A. Havener of Clovis, who resigned, and his
term will run until March 21.
Resolutions denouncing radicals In
the state and country were adopted by
the local post of the American Legion
at a meeting in Phoenix. The resolutions called on all authorities to take

.
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Accept "California" Syrup of Figs
only look for the name California on
the package, then you are sure your
child Is having the best and most harm'
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remedy and used them but got worse everyday. I was in terrible shape, was disturbed
eight to twelve times in a night and suffered
excruciating pain and there would be a
illicit browoieh sediment. I was despondent.
At last I saw 'Anuric' advertised in a
Kansas City paper and I thought it just
suited my ease so I ser to Dr. Fieroe'
Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., for a trial

MINISTER OF DEFENSE OPPOSES
ACCEPTANCE OF ALLIES'

ister of defense, is determined not to
sign the peace protocol handed Germany by the entenle, and Is resolved
to recommend that the government
less laxative or physic for the little adopt his
attitude, come what liiay, acstomach, liver and bowels.
Children cording to an Interview with Noske.
Full
love Its delicious fruity taste.
"I enn not speak for the whole govdirections for child's dose on each bot- ernment, because it has not yet come
Give
It without fear.
tle.
to a decision," said Noske. "But I
Mother! You must say "California." shall recommend a refusal to sign the
Adv.
peace treaty protocol,
DRUGGISTS
"The limit has long been reached.
Difficulty of Uncompromising Stand.
Let
the allies occupy the country If
"Where Is that speech you were go
they like. The peace now presented
ing to deliver?"
to us Is not peace, but a prolongation
"I still have it under consideration,"
For many yean druggists have watched
.
of the war.
answered Senator Sorghum.
with much interest the remarkable record
"Were such a treaty accepted the
"Is It a hard speech .to write?"
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-RooGermán nation would rise up and
"Very. Kvery time I get at It I have
the great kidney, liver and bladder mediavenge Itself upon the men who signed
cine.
the greatest dllliculty In keeping my it. and It would be right.
Great Britain
It ii a physician's prescription.
mind from digging up the best posand France are deliberately planning
Swamp-Roia a strengthening medisible arguments on the other side."
All the
the destruction of Germany.
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladconfidence I ever had in the pledges
der do the work nature intended they drastic steps for the suppression of
GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER.
of the allies is gone forever.
should do.
all enemies of the government
and
Swamp-Roo- t
"By deceit and trickery, the British
has stood the test of years.
the support of the organization
Constipation Invites other troubles and French governments are working
It is sold by all druggists on its merit pledged
and it should help you. No other kidney to assist whenever such support was which come speedily unless quickly up opinion in their countries to cripdesired.
medicine has so many friends.
checked and overcome by Green's ple Germany still further beyond the
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
Elfego Baca of Socorro councrushing effect of the first treaty. We
Sheriff
August Flower which Is a gentle laxatreatment at once.
regulates digestion both In have yielded too often, and now must
However, if you wish first to test this ty and four deputies captured in tive,
(treat preparation send ten cents to Dr. the Manzano mountains two of the six stomach nnd Intestines, cleans and resist. Let the allies do what they
Kilmer A Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a robbers who shot and probably fatally sweetens the stomach and alimentary please."
sample bottle. When writing be sure and wounded Abran Contreras, a rich canal, stimulates the liver to secrete
Tlie correspondent says that, almention this paper. Adv.
rancher. They were trailed three days the bile and Impurities from the blood. though Noske carefully emphasized
when overtaken.' They refused to surIt Is a sovereign remedy used in many that he was only defining his own poSnake's Rattles.
to thousands of households all over the sition, his words agreed with the Inrender
until
sheriff
the
threatened
The rattles of the rattlesnake are
blow up
house In which they were civilized world for more than half a tention ascribed to the other members
but a number of small bones on the hiding the dynamite.
with
century by those who have suffered of the cabinet.
tall so loosely fastened together that
The two straws which Noske repwith Indigestion, nervous dyspepsia,
The state of Arizona has relinthey iimke u clinking noise when
sluggish liver, coming up of food, pal- resents as having broken the back of
quished Its right to public lands In Coshaken.
German endurance, says the correchise and Gila counties, which tha pitation, constipation and other Inspondent,
are the demand for dock nnd
United States claim were mineral In testinal troubles. Sold by druggists
Important to Mother
harbor material and the protocol emeverywhere.
Try
a
and
dealers
conbottle,
government
The
filed
character.
every
bottle of
Examine carefully
powering the allies to enforce the exCASTORIA, that famous old remery test proceedings against the state In take no substitute. Adv.
ecution of the peace treaty.
see
(or Infants and children, and
that it United States land office, and notice
The correspondent says that during
His Only Chance.
was served on the state land board.
his talk with Noske he suggested that
get
"Can
room
a
I
for the night?' if the Germans had not sunk the warThe land was taken up by the state
Signature
asked the man of the hotel clerk.
under the enabling act and the govships in the Sea pa Flow, the demand
In Use for Over 30 Years.
"No.y replied the clerk, "we haven't
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria ernment engineers later reported that
of the allies for tugs and docks would
got
In
n
room
the house."
the lands contained minerals. On this
not have been made. To this, he says,
"Where In thunder am I going to Noske replied :
report the proceedings wore brought.
Light Waves' Pressure.
sleep, then?"
By the use of delicate apparatus
At a meeting of the city council at
"Oh, yes, they would. The British
"Why, there's a movie picture show
which he Invented n Russian scientist ruma, Ariz., steps were taken to obwould have Invented some pretext.
in the next block. They have contin- Great Britain is out to cripple Gerlias demonstrated that light waves
tain the money to build the new city
many and demands our last dredges
a mensurable mechanical pres- hall which will be erected in Yuma uous performances, I believe."
sure.
and cranes so as to prevent the rewithin a short time. Complete plans
vival of our mercantile marine."
ASPIRIN FOR COLDS
nnd specifications for the new buildCatarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured ing have been drawn up by Architect
by local applications as they cannot reach Lyman, but the city attorney was InMakes Large Public Bequests.
the diseased portion of the ear. There Is
Name "Bayer" is on Genuine
New
Henry Clay Friek,
only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness, structed to prepare the papers and call
York.
and that ia by a constitutional remedy. for bids on bonds which will be sold
Iron
master and colmultimillionaire
Aspirin
Bayer
say
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE acts
lector of art, left all but $25,000,000 of
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces In order to obtain sufficient money to
f the System. Catarrhal Deafness Is build the new structure. The city will
his vast, estate to public, charitable and
aused by an Inflamed condition of the
educational Institutions, according to
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. bond itself for $40,000 for the building.
When this tube Is Inflamed you have a
the terms of his will, nade public here.
Santa Fe is to have a new hotel, to
rumbling; sound or Imperfect hearing, and
The value of the public bequests, after
when It la entirely closed, Deafness is the cost at least $200,000. As the climax
result. Unless the Inflammation can be re$25,000,000 Is set aside for his widow,
of Santa Fe's million dollar Improveduced and this tube restored to its norson and daughter, is $1 17.0(10,000, exmal condition, hearing may be destroyed ment campaign, less than a half hunforever. Many cases of Deafness are dred business men at the banquet held
clusive of 151 ucres of Pittsburgh real
caused by Catarrh, which Is an inflamed
As-- ,
estate, left, for a public park.
by the Business Men's
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
the museum, pledged themcase of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot soclutlon at
Ask for $6,000,000.
CATARRH selves to take nearly $100,000 of the
be cured by HALL'S
Insist on "Bnyer Tablets of Aspirin"
MEDICINE.
hotel bonds, which are sold on the LibWashington.
A deficiency appropripropAll Druggists 75c. Circulars free.
containing
"Bayer package."
erty bond easy payment plan. Led by In a
$(1.000,000 to be used by the
of
ation
V. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
er directions for Colds, Pain, HeadPresident Levi A. Hughes of the First
public health service for treatment of
ache, Neuralgia, Lumbago, and Rheumost
conservative
the
National
bank,
war risk Insurance patients was asked
Not Restricted.
matism. Name "Bayer" means genuine
"That gentleman who just entered is Investors of the capítol city urged the Aspirin prescribed by physicians for of ('engross by Surgeon General Blue,
Is he people of Santa Fe to invest in the nineteen years. Handy tin boxes of 12 who reported that the S4.000.000 grantn free thinker." "Oh, indeed!
bonds as one of the very best invest
ed for the year ending next July would
a bachelor or a widower?"
tablets cost few cents. Aspirin is trade be
ments they could make.
Insufficient.
mark of Bayer Manufacture of Mono
Malt Keuton of Cochise county,' in
YOUR COLD IS EASED
of Snllcyllcacld. Adv.
aeeticacidester
dicted on four counts chnrglng Illicit
Favors Armenian Republic.
AFTER THE FIRST DOSE distilling, was found guilty in the UnitNew York. Opposition to an AmerIn the Majority.
ed States District, court at Tucson.
Mrs. Bacon I see .the judges at a ican inundate for Armenia, on the
"Pipe's Cold Compound" then breaks
James M. Cavin, 3f, fell on the side baby show at Cedar Falls, la., did their
was a "purely Turkish
ground that
up a cold in a few
walk In Phoenix, his head striking an best to please everybody by awarding
by .lames W.
expressed
was
scheme,"
hours
dead
He
was
at
curb.
sign
Iron
the
every contestant: a prize.
molyissuoor
American
Gerard,
former
He was u former
when examined.
Mr. Bacon There must have been a
and chairman of (he
!o Germany
Relief comes instantly. A dose taken
on. the state highway.
lot of booby prizes awarded, then.
every two hours until three doses are
American commit Ice for the independTile pipe for a distance of two or
up
usually
taken
a severe cold three miles has been laid nnd work Is
breaks
ence of Armenia, In an address here
and ends all the grippe misery.
progressing rapidly on the system of
at a reception given lo the civil and
The very first dose opens your drainage for the city of Phoenix under
military missions of ihe republic of
clogged-unostrils and the air pass- the $100,000 bond issue voted some
Armenia: Mr. Gerard urged recogniages in the head, stops nose running, time ago, and the underground water
tion by lio l ulled Stales of the Arrelieves tho headache, dullness,
In parts where the pipe nlreudy bus
republic, so thai we may be
menian'
sneezing, soreness and stiff- been laid Is being lowered at the rate
able
to
properly feed and clothe the
ness.
Inch a day, according to
of
Take "Cascarets" if sick.
starving I..VHHHI11 Armenians.
!
Quit blowing tests made under the contract held by
Don't stay stuffed-uand snnfning! Clear your congested C. Fisher for the city.
Bilious, Constipated.
!
Ignorant of Husband's Death.
head I Nothing else In the world gives
The Superior and lloston nnd Miami.
such prompt relief as 'Tape's Cold Ariz., have started regular shipments
New York. Señora Felipe Angele.:,
Enjoy life! Straighten up! Vour
Compound," which costs only a few from the ore body recently discovered
revolutionary
wife of tliC' .Mexican
system is filled with liver and bowel
cents at any drug store. It acts with- In the foot line vein, having already poison which
leader recently executed by 'arrunza
keeps your skin sallow,
out assistance, tastes nice, contains no sli'p""-- several cars. I lie tlrst car your stomach upset, your
head dull troops, died without having been inquinine Insist upon Pope's! Adv.
ounces of
gave a return of thirty-fivformed cil' her husband's arrest and
aching. Your meals are turning
and
ne Ion and Í) per cent copper, Into poison nnd you cannot feel right death, She came hero from VA I'aso
Their Job.
nuil mine samples Indicate that the Don't stay bilious or constipated. Feci three mouths ago, suffering from nervear will run about the same ih splendid .always by taking Cnscarets ous cxhuuslion caused by fear for her
"There Is n chorus of butchers and
silver, but will go around 14 per cent occasionally. They act without gripbakers in that vaudeville act."
husband's safety and gradually grew
"I suppose they arc feeders for the or 15 per cent copper.
worse.
ing or inconvenience. They never sick
star."
The leper reported at Silver City en you like Calomel, Salts, Oil or nasty,
girl by harsh pills. They cost so little too Caswas found to be a
Sudden Releace It Puzzle.
Any man who calls himself an Idiot Dr. O. S. Luckott. chief of the division carets work while you sleep. Adv.
Washington,
There has been no
wants others to question his veracity. of preventable diseases of the state
word Indicating a solution of the mysSeeing Things.
department, who made an investigation
tery which has developed from the
Any man onii make n foul of of the ense. The child is the daughter
(Flntbush You know mirrors do sudden
O.
release of William
himself by trying to act smart.
of Mexican parentage, although she wonders toward brightening up a Jenkins,
American
consular agent,
home.
was born In New Mexico. Her'pnrents
from the Puebla jail, after the deterBensonhurst I know it. My wife mined demand of this government apcame to New Mexico twenty years ago.
The big base hospital at Camp Cody, always seems happier when she sees parently bad failed. Both the Stat-- '
New Mexico, will be opened some time herself in a lot of mirrors around the Department and Jenkins have started
4
this month, according to a Veport of house.
Investigations, with the object of deMorniniS'N ..PZA MaJ.
W. A. Khorn, who has been looktermining what Influences were Instruman
The
who
finds
with
fault
his mental in putting up the bond, which
ing after the remodeling work for the
neighbor's
religion should spend a
past few weeks.
the Mexican government accepted.
little time repairing his own.
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.ycre in very bad
condition for a longtime and got worm
eveiy day. I- used
one bottle of a well- -:
known kidney medicine without any relief, then I took two
bottles

one-hal-

Say

Waldon, Colo." '1 am glad to add my
testimonv in regard to what Dr. Pieroe'i
An uno Tablets have done for me. I am sure
tbuy saved my hie,
and if I can be instrumental in helping others I will feel
My
well repaid.
kidneys and bladder

In a few moments you can transform
your plain, dull, flat hair. You cap
have it abundant, soft, glossy and full
of life. Just get at any drug or toilet
counter a small bottle of "Danderine"
for a lew cents. Then moisten a soft
cloth with the "Danderine" and draw
this through your hair, taking one
small strand at a time. Instantly, yes.
Immediately, you have doubled the
beauty of your hair. It will be a mass,
so soft, lustrous and so easy to do up.
All dust, dirt and excessive oil Is removed.

'.

Let Danderine put more life, color,
vigor, and brightness in your hair.
This stimulating tonic will freshen
your scalp, check dandruff and falling
hair and help your hair to grow long,
thick, strong and beautiful. Adv.
Evidence.
"You always have that same waitress in the restaurant, don't yoii?"
said tho business man.
"Always," replied Ills friend. "Site's
very careful to bring me cleun food."
"How do you know?"
"Why. today I saw her brushing the
dust off my piece of custard pie with
her apron." Yonkers Statesman.
No

ugly, grimy streaks on the
clothes when Red Cross Bag Blue is
used. Good bluing gets good results.
All grocers carry It fie.
Concerted War on Tuberculosis.
systematic eampalgu of
education lias been conducted
In France for more than a year, uuder
(lie patronage of the Rockefeller foundation. Three traveling exhibits and
groups of lecturers visited ten departments, and in 141 gave exhibits. During the year more than 2,000,000 pieces
of printed matter, poslers, pamphlets,
postcards, games, etc., were distributed through the whole of Frunce. It
is stated that the public material,
written by French men and women,
and charmingly illustrated by French
artists, has set a new standard for
popular health public education.
A

package, which wan ten cents. I took two
tablets at night and felt much better in the
morning and by the second morning I
didn't feel any pain at all when voiding the
kidney secretion. In a week there was no
sediment in the water, and it has been
That was eighteen
normal ever since.
months ago, therefore it would be hard to
claim
for 'Amnio' too strong."
make the

J. L. BUNDY.

and
n
When
in Need cf a Tonic
Run-dow-

Kansas City, Eans. "About the only
medicine I have ever given my little boy is
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
He never was very strong, and being delin
very quickly,
cate would become
would suffer loss of appetite. I would give
him the 'Golden Medical Discovery' and it
always built him up in good health. I have
also given this medicine as a spring tonic;
for such 'Golden Medical Discovery has no
equal. I do recommend Its use." MSB.
GEO. MAUL, 1942 N. 13th St.

FREE OV KKQKKKT
the wondorful Teiu

A VIVID STOKV of
(Ml Klelda baned on absolute truth. Writ Chas. U. Jackson, Bus
236, Independe nee, Kansas.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
GOLD

LOST TO

THE

19.

WORLD

Destruction of Precious Metal Practically Goes On Without Ceasing,
Either' Day or Night.
Every ship that goes to the bottom
takes with her a certain amount of
gold. It may be only a few pounds'
worth or as in the case of the faa million may be lust
mous Lusitanlu
in n minute.
Kvery fire (hat occurs means a destruction of gold, and there Is never n
minute, day or night, when scores of

human habitations are not l)iiri)inii.
London alone bos 2.400 fires yearly.
Besides all this, there is the mailer
of hoarding. In countries where banks
are not fouud In every (own, the people who have gold hide or bury It In
many cases they die without revealing the hiding place.
In this way
India alone swnliows up more thitti
."WKi,fKHi worth
of gold yearly, China
more than this, while Africa is at present absorbing gold In this way at a
His First King.
rate of more I han a million pounds a
One of the national treasury olliclals
year. The money Is paid as wages to
who helped put over the national Libat the mines, and by
erty loan campaigns and his colored Kuillr laborers away
to their kraals,
them carried
George were coming
whence it never returns.
through Rock Creek park, Washington, the itbei' morning nnd they met
More Than Enough.
King Albert uf Belgium taking a conI was one of it company of teachers
stitutional afoot. The trio slopped and being entertained tit
dinner one evechatted for a few minutes and the ning. Our hostess urged me to eat
king shook hands with George the
more of some delicacy which she
same as he did with the otliclal.
passed to me, but I declined, saying:
After the king had passed on the "No, (hank you ; I'll do well If I get
George
official turned to
and asked rid of what I have here. Amid the
him what he thought of his majesty.
roars of laughter from my
"Afore Gawd," George sold, "dut
I realized what n tactless
am the first king I ever saw outside of
I had made. This, I am quite
n dtvk."
sure, has been the most embarrassing
man-serva-

fellow-guest-

rk

uouient in my life.

Kvehiinge.

The Idea. '
She Don't you think II is very foolish to sit holding hands?
lie Not if you're holding trumps.

Some men would rather owe you a
bll! forever Hum put you ta the trou.
ble of collecting it.

When a man falls in love the fall
apt to break his pocketbook.

forgetting

is

Nothing

worries some women like
ret they want to tell.

n set

Nervous? Restless at Night?
Ever Have Headaches?
How about your daily
cup of coffee?
Suppose you try a change to

oue-fouii- h

p

listmi fmtmm

'

e

s"'-on-

urn

KefepYbur Eyfes

This delightful cereal beverage
possesses a fine coffee-lik- e
vor, but has none of the
ful after-effecthru
coffee so often prevents
ous,
health.
leás, too.
ts

red-blood-

ed

fla-

harm-

which
vigor-

Costs

Made by

Postura Cereal Company, Battle Creek, Michigan
Soldi

by Grocers and General Stores.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

LEARÜJWFACíS

Li

Writer Criticizes Modern Teach-

At the Wilson Company warehouses at
Mills, New Mexico

Two Days December
7th and IMh
lead Ho Stein-- r nesian

The finest large herd of high grade milk animals ever shipped into the State of
New Mexico. Selected from some of the best dairy herds oPWestern New York
and Pennsylvania.

75 Extra High Grade Holstein-Friesia- n
150 Choice High Grade Holstein-Friesia- n
7 Registered Holsteih-Friesa- n

milch cows 4 to 5 yrs.
Heifers 1 to 2 yrs,
Bulls 1 to 2 yrs old

0

All these animals are tuberculin tested. They are well marked typy cows and represent the best milk strains of the east. Many of these animals
offered are bred to registered bulls and some will have calves at side by date of Sale.
This is your opportunity to get a start in the most profitable line of Dairy Cattle. Sale will be held in a Large Well Lighted and Heated building re'
gardless of weather. Plenty of seats will be provided for the ladies.
Sale begins promptly at 10 A. M. Wednesday December 17th and will continue Thursday December 18th unless all animals are sold the first day.

BE ON THE SAFE SIDE- -

COME THE FIRST DAY

1920 without interest if paid when due, if not paid when due to draw 10 percent interest from date until paid.
No property to be removed until settled for,

TERMS; October 1st
count for cash.

40 percent

dis-

WILSON COMPANY o

ivvners

Mills, New Mexico
Col. J. I. Stamper, Meade, Kans. Col, Geo E, Cochrane', Aucts

STRONG

FOR

LIME-U- P

SALE OF Xf.lAS SEALS
,160,000 IS GOAL OF
I
FROM DECEMBER

Jlnety-o-

In
i

.

1

CAMPAIGN
TO 10

Per Cent of Money to Stay
State for Public Health Work
Pankey la State Chairman.
n

December 1, on

Wlft the coming of
the most complete sets of machinery
ever erected in the state of New
Mexico will be set into motion to raise
$60,000 for public health work within
B. F.
this Btate. Headed by I.leut.-GoPankey, state chairman of the drive,
county
there Is a force of twenty-nin- e
chairmen, 1,500 precinct chairmen and
geveral thousand workers ready to
ake ft thorough canvas to secure the
money necessary to carry out a broad
program of health protection during
the year of 1920.
The chief medium for raising the
money will be the sale of Red Cross
Christmas seals. These tiny emblems
let holiday cheer have been sold in New
Mexico for the past eight years. This
year, the New Mexico Public Health
Association, state agent for the seals,
hopes to achieve a sale which Is
.'greater than nil the other years combined. Seven million seals are being
prepared at state headquarters In Albuquerque for distribution over New
Mexico. These are to be sold at a
rent apiece, "a penny'g worth of prevention and cure."
Money Stays In State.
In addition to being the grentest sale
In the history of the state, the 1910
campaign is notable in that 91 per cent
f the money raised will remain within
the stnte, the remainder going to defray administrative purposes nnd to
nsslst the Nutlonnl Tuberculosis
In Its vigorous warfare against
tuberculosis In nil parts of the country,
hrnlrli program wli'ch tbe iissoitf
t(it;;i hue vui;:itU stó
i

.iof

Asso-clntlo- n

the employment of six public health
nurses who would be available for
demonstrations of home care of the
sick arid would be able to direct all
nursing work during an epidemic, such
as the Infliienzn outbreak of last winter. They would also direct surveys
to find the hcnlth assets of the state.
They could be mobilized at any point
One
to meet n locnllzed epidemic.
would be n specialist In school work
and would be In charge of the Modern
Henlth Crusade which Is financed enAnother
tirely by the association.
would be detailed to follow up. New
Mexico soldiers, sailors and marines
who were discharged or rejected from
the service for physical defects.
Lecturers On Broad Program.
e
The employment of two
Is Included in the broad pro-raOne would work principally' In
and
communities
4'otild give lectures In Spanish with
to show methods of safeguarding health. The other would lecProvision If
ture only In English.
made for educational work, for the
distribution of suitable literature in all
necessary languages and for financing
the Modern Health Crusade. The portion of money which will be spent for
administrative Salaries is eight per
rent of the total, much below the usual
figure In work of this kind.
The drive Is to open December 1
and continue ten days. Special services In a number of churches on Sunday, November 30, will signalize the
launching of the campaign. Slides In
motion picture theaters throughout the
itate will show the progrpss of the
Christmas aeal sale over New Mexico
lee-hire-

full-tim-

Spanish-speakin-

g
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A!,iERiCA!l IDEALS
Peace Treaty

the Moat Momentou
Ever Prepared b
the Hand of Man

Document

,

-

.

The Treaty of Paria is the longeat

Ingle treaty ever signed.
It Is six
times aa long as the treaties of the
peace of Westphalia (1648) and ten
times as long as the treaty of Vienna
1815); it is as long as the latter and
all the subsidiary treaties resulting
from it. Though it covers more
ground than any other treaty made,
it was prepared in half the time required for the peace of Vienna, and In
h
of the time relesa than
quired for the treaty of Westphalia.
This phenomenal result is attributed
by European statesmen to the initial
adoption A the Covenant of the
League of Nations, which provides for
the future settlement of a large number 9Í perplexing problems. Despite
oplJtlcna to the contrary, the verdict
of ktstory will unquestionably be that
the Peace of Paris carries into effect
o a remarkable degree the program
accepted in advance by the peoples
of the world, and embodied in the
Forteen Points put fqrth by the
American government on January 8,
1918, ten months before the actual
signing of the armistica.
Of the Fourteen Points thus accepted by a world in arms, serious
objection has been raised to only one,
the 14th. That objection has come
from a faction in the United States
Senate. This 14th Point, as embodied
In the treaty la Article X, of the
Covenant of the League of NationsJ
German? herself hsa Insisted upon IV
as an essential part of the peace.
The treaty as signed makes a new
world, politically, physically, morally,
and spiritually. The mandatory system ends the old regime of exploitation, and makes wards of the Whole
world In Asia, Africa and the isles of
the sea. The Treaty has established
In the place of artificial states natural
political and national units. It has
removed from the map numerous historic wrongs which have long served
to embitter the international relations. It has set the world upon a
Dew path of progress marked by ttie
following guide posts:
one-tent-

International
the consolidation of all existing international administrative activities.
2. Extensive machinery " t Or co
1.

E. G. Parks, E, C, Smith, Clerks
operation in a League of Nations openj
to all that prove worthy of member-- i
ship.
3. The creation of a labor conference and labor bureau to solve the
problems of an industrial civilization.
4. A pledge to reduce armaments,
and as a first step toward it the disarming of the one nation whose geographical situation has made It a
menace to the world.'
5. The abolition of conquest by
Article X, without Interfering with
other methods of territorial adjustment.

The declaration, that any war is
of concern to all, and the
erection of machinery for dealing with
conditions which endanger the peace
of the world.
7. An agreement not to go to war
before peaceful settlement of disputes
has been tried.
8. Automatic provision sanctions
for the punishment of the breach of
agreements voluntarily taken.
Assembly
representative
9. A
meeting regularly and, among other
things, carrying on the work of codifying and revising international law
begun toy the Hague Conference.
Tbt treaty is the most momentous
document ever prepared by the hand
of man. It sets the world right about
face, it marks the triumph of American ideas, policies and Institutions,
by extending to a league of sovereign
nations the democratic principles first
embodied in our league of sovereign
I
tates.
6.

a. matter

The present war has brought before
mankind, more vividly than anything
else in history, the folly and waste
and crime of war. We see its terrible
devastation; we see Its terrible
Bufferings. All civilized mankind will
struggle for years to come under the
burdens of this war. With our advance in education, with our means
of disseminating information, we cer-

tainly have reached the point where
public judgment should support an
understanding between nations that
tends tc throw up barriers in the
path of forces gathering for war.
That the covenant of the League
of Nations Itself presenta a real constructive method which undoubtedly
will greatly tend to restrict war must
be admitted by all. As such, all
should give it help and support.
ANDREW J. PETERS.
Mayor of Bonfe
Boston, Vim.
FIRST TO MAKE STEEL PENS
Before

Invention
Slocum'a
Sold at $3 a
Dozen Wholesale.

Samuel

These Article

The first machine for the manufacture of pens was the invention of an
American, Samuel Slocum, who was
born 127 years ago. As a result of
his invention steel pens, although made
by hand long before, came Into general
use and soon displaced the quill. Before Slocum's machine began turning
out pens In large quantities steel pens
sold at wholesale for about $3 a dozen,
but by 1830, thanks to the Improved
EDWARD CUMMINGS,
process of manufacture, the price was
General Secretary,
féíócéí Tíaíout 18 cents a dozen, aa
I'
World Peace Foundation exchange states. The ancient Egyptians used a brush" or reed pen in writing on the delicate membrane obtained
by unrolling the stem of the papyrus,
ALL MUST SUPPORT
a water plant once abundant along the
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
The ancient Greeks and Romans
2 lie.
so used a reed cut to a point simThe Covenant of the League of ilar to the modern pen. In the midNations will create a situation which dle ages a metal stylus was used to
write on wood coated with wax. Quills
will at least greatly restrict and leswere first used as pens In the fifth or
sen the chances of war between na- sixth century and their use became
tions. Disputes between Individuals general.
"Iron pens" were mude as
are settled by our - courts and we early as 1685,. but the quill held Its
assume as a matter of course, that vogue until the Invention of machinery
no oae fchall tura to p'jydcal force. for pen niuking placed pens within the

di oí ail

Important Happening Recorded Without th Event Leading Up to
Them Being Set Forth
Make

Head

Spin.

Take English history as it is taught
in an English school. We begin with.
Celtic Britain. Enter Caesar and a
Roman host. From where! We never
learn, H. G. Wells writes In the Saturday Evening Post. Who is this Caesar and why did he come? Why did
he got Why did the Romané not come
again for the better part of a century?
Evidently something much more Important was going on elsewhere.
A little way on in the story certain
Angles, Jutes and Saxons rush la am
inexplicably.
Whence? Wliy? Later
come the Danes. The history of England has the effect of something going
on upon a doormat in a passage outside a room full of events, with several'
other doors. The door opens, the Nor-- ,
man kings rush out of the room,
the country hastily, say something about some novelty of which we
have learned nothing hitherto, the Crusades, and exit to room again.
From which presently King IUcnnrd
returns dejected. He bus been fighting the Saracens. "Who are the Saracens? We never learn. What becomes of them? We are never told.
So it goes on. The broad back of history Is turned to England throughout.
Its face and hands are hidden, and we
make what we can of the wriggling of
its heels.
The American' story Is still more Incomprehensible. An innocent continent
Is suddenly Inundated by Spanish, Portuguese, French, Dutch and British,
who proceed at once to pick up the
thread of various conflicts Initiated
elsewhere. Someone called the pope is
Been to be dividing the new continent
among the European powers. Colonies
are formed.
What are colonies?
These colonies, In what .is apparently a
strenuous attempt to simplify history,
break off from their unknown countries of origin. A stream of Immigration begins from west and east. The
American mind establishes a sort of intellectual Monroe doctrine and declares
that America has no past, only a future. From which sublime dream It Is
presently roused to find something of
unknown origin called European Imperialism wrecking the world. What Is
this Imperialism? t'ow did It beg'n?
The teaching of history In most other
countries is after, the same fashion.
Everywhere the teachers present more
or less similar histories of passages
and doormnts. Great events the Crusades, the Reformation, the Industrial
come In with a bang and
revolution
go out with a slam, leaving no clew,
leaving our poor heads .spinning. Is It
any wonder If history falls back for a
little human touch upon childish anecdotes about Alfred nnd the cakes, the
peerless beauty of Mary Queen of
Scots, and King Charles and his
cou-qu-

eifers, Registered Bulls

Cows,

ing of History."

er

.

j

6,000 John Smith.
The claims and record office of the
ministry of labor at Kew, England,
which Is now dealing with millions of
forms in connection with unemployment pay, has electrically driven accounting and tabulating machinery.
Figures are transferred to special
cards by holes punched In certain positions and the cards are sorted by
machine Into groups. These groups
then pass through a machine which
prints the details from each card on
rolls of paper, at the same time accumulating the figures and producing a
total at any given point.
An alphabetical Index, consisting of
looseleaf registers of all Insured workers, contains 10,000,000 names, of
Which thousands are identical. There
are 6,000 John Smiths, 2,000 John
Browns, 2,000 William Browns, 1,300
William Jones, 1,000 John Macdonalds
and 1,000 William Davles. .

Eye Drill for Flyer.,
The royal air force of England has
Instituted an eye drill that has made
many splendid pilots out of men who
would otherwise have been useless. It
was discovered that a large percentage
of men only use one eye at a time, nnd
In the early days pilots were not testMany men were
ed for eye balance.
then passed Into the air service who
could never land correctly. When these
deficiencies were discovered a school
was formed nnd under an eye specialist twice a day airmen undergoing the
cure were paraded for eye drill nnd
taught how to use both their eyes at
the same time. The result was that 9.1
per cent of the men who would have
been bad pilots became good ones In
a little while.

j
Immigration Statistic.
Between 1790 nnd 1830 the estlmat-- :
ed number of Immigrants was 886,985, '
while the Increase In population from
other sources was 5,322,254; 1830-40- ,
Immigrants 004,125, others 8,602,308;
1840-5Immigrants, j',814,257, other
Immigrants, 2,598,-214,308,166; 1850-00- ,
others 5,653,231; 1800-70- ,
immt
grants. 2,318.824, others 4,700,226;
1870-8Immigrants, 2,812,191, other
Immigrants, 5,246.-618,285,221; 1880-94,

others

lmml-grant- s,
7,230,851 ; 1800-1903,844,420,
others, 9,527,905;
1000-10- ,
immigrants, 3,806,308, others
1,171.408.
Until 1850 all alien passen-

gers entering the United States were
classed as Immigrants, hence the fig
ures until this date do not take Inte
account travelers and are. in cons
Jts'-wat- f
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Pleasure for Us to Serve You This
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DEPARTMENT

GROCERY

OUR

Of fen Fresh Vegetables,
Fancy Apples, and other Fresh Fruits, Nuts, Candies, fancy
Canned Fruits and Fáncy Groceries of every description.
"Del-Mont-

MEAT DEPARTMENT- :-

OUR
VTSk

EST

JL

Carts,

brand

e"

TOY

leys:
Velocipedes,
Kiddie-Cart-

Games etc.
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DOLLS at Every Price

Appropriate Gifts

For Everyone.

Community Silver.
China and Japanese Ware, Hammered Silver Ware, Thermos Botties, Gillett Safety Razors,
Glass Water Sets, Pereulators, Box Candies, Chimayo Indian Woven Blankets and Baskets, etc.
FURNITURE SPECIAL Colonial Oak Library Table, worth on todays market $15.o0, our price until Jan. 1st, :$9.95. Only H dozen left,
Beautiful

Hand-Painte-

Cut
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Fresh
Booth's Fresh Fish and

?
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Cranber-ríes-

Offers You Tender Turkeys,

Young Beef and Pork kept on ice in a Sanitary Refrigerator;
Fancy Bacons, Hams and Sausages.
Oysters:
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Choice BEN DAVIS and GENATINS Winter Keepers in open mesh Bushel Bags
PER SACK, $2.50.
all sound and sorted.
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THIS STORE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY CHRISTMAS.
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A Pleasant Place to Trade"
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YULETIDE JSJPVELTIES

Wríy'iiot the

Spanish-Ameriea-

FRIEND?

The
Fairview Pharmacy

for a year TO THAT

n

An every week reminder of YOU.

$1 .50 to

January 1st

1920,

after' that

STRICTLY $2,00 A YEAR IN ADVANCE.
do the rest.
or send the following with $1 .50 we'll

BOX CANDY

Call

O--v-c- -

PI

.

ti,o

Snnnish-America-

Roy, New Mexico

Gentlemen:'
Enclosed find

,

for

years subscription to

TOYS OF COURSE

The Spanish American 101.
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Manicure Sets, Perfumes
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Buy your Xmas Gifts at the Drug Store
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You have only 12 days to CHRISTMAS, and the way our
Customers are availing themselves of the opportunity for
EARLY SHOPPING has convinced us that there will be very
little left to select from if you wait.
Our large assortment of Christmas goods is the best and most carefully selected. Take our advice and COME EARLY! COME AT ONCE! arid select your
Christmas Presents.
X
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The Annual Jollity of TOYLAND, and we are out for a good, old fashioned
CHRISTMAS. Here are to be found everything in TOYDOM, from Froggies to
Doggies, Elephants large and Elephants, small, Dollies short and Dollies tall,
Engines that toot and Guns that shoot, Clowns that act like a funny loon and
Cows that may have jumped over the moon. You will laugh, and laugh, and never
pause for this is the place of

SANTA CLAUS.

9

Mens Department
Gifts that reflect the good taste of the
giver.
Hats,

$1

.75 to $2 .00 each.

Cut Glass
Every Style, Every kind,
At right prices within the reach of everybody.

Silk Scarfs,
Silk Neckties, Large Variety,
Linen Handkerchiefs,
Silk Handkerchiefs,
Silk Shirts up to $15. 50 each,
"Hansons" Buck and Kid Gloves and
Gauntlets,
Mens Sweaters a great variety
We have a few very desirable OVERCOATS
They would make useful presents.

Furniture Department
Here you will find the most useful presents
Dining Tables,
Library Tables,
Kitchen Cabinets,
All kinds of Rockers,
Childrens Chairs, Etc, Etc.

We have given this department our special
study and you will find the prices reason-

able.

Our Jewelry Dept.
Is complete and filled with the latest stunts
in personal adornment.

What shall I give HER
This is a common question when we
speak of our beloved Wives, Daughters or
Sweethearts.
WELL! WELL! We were on the look-ofor them too!
Real Irish Linen,
Table Damask, and Napkins,
Sheets, Comforters,
.

ut

Pillow-Casing- s,

Hem-stitche-

Household Dept.
Dont overlook our ALUMINUM WARE,
Percolators, Kitchen Utensils, Also Heating Stoves and Ranges.

"SHOP EARLY!"

SWEATERS and COATS,' an endless
..

Va-riet- y.

i.;

Í

as.

STATIONERY and CANDY DEPT.
Also PERFUMERY. LINE
Offers you some very attractive Gifts,
Come in and look at them.
We are sole Agents for "WHITMAN'S"
Candies, Known thruout the world.
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WOOLEN BLANKETS.
d
Silk and
Handkerchiefs
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